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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is composed of three articles that examine the influence of drainage
condition on the measured magnitudes of mechanical and fluid transport properties of
soils obtained using direct-push tools. The two tools that were used within this work
are the Hydraulic Profiling Tool (HPT) and the Cone Penetration Test (CPT). The
influence of drainage state originates from the coupled soil strain rate, which is
prescribed by the penetrometer radius and advance rate along with diffusivity, which
controls the induced fluid pressure dissipation rate through the soil, was examined for
both instruments through a combination of field and laboratory experiments with
numerical and analytical models developed to assist in understanding the resulting data
trends. Through out, the analyses were conducted to first evaluate the role of drainage
state on the magnitudes of induced fluid pressures and strength magnitudes; then
advanced to utilize this information to develop methods for recovering depth-continuous
magnitudes of permeability from the data. Detailed abstracts for each article are
provided below.

Depth-continuous permeability profiling using an active source permeameter: A method
is developed to recover a depth-continuous hydraulic conductivity ( K ) profile of an
unconsolidated saturated aquifer using an active source penetrometer, the Hydraulic
Profiling Tool (HPT). The tool yields estimates of K through continuous injection of
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fluid in the subsurface from a small port on the probe shaft while controlled
measurements of net applied fluid pressure ( !P ) required to maintain a specified flow
rate (QT ) (typically 350 mL/min) are recorded. The tool gathers these data of flow
rate (Q ) and measured applied pressure during halted and constant-rate penetration
(typically 2cm/sec) of the probe. The analysis is developed in two parts: first to explore
the interplay between advective effects controlled by penetration rate, and second to
examine flow volume effects controlled by the targeted flow rate. These two effects are
analyzed through their respective influence on the measured applied pressure response in
!P / " v '# Q / !P space, which shows a linear relationship for the flow rate to applied

pressure response when Q / !P > 1 and when Q / !P < 1 the response tends towards an
asymptotic limit representing soil failure limits as !P / " v ' > 1 . The analysis shows that
penetration rate does not significantly influence the applied pressure response at the
tested penetration rates ( 0 ! U (cm / s) ! 4 ). The targeted applied flow rate does however
influence the applied pressure response as flow rates less than ~300 mL/min show a
scattering of the data in !P / " v '# Q / !P space, where above 300 mL/min the data begin
to form a linear response. A targeted flow rate of Q T = 400 mL/min is suggested as a
suitable flow rate based on this analysis. Measurements of hydraulic conductivity are
then obtained for the HPT data through the derivation of an equation based on a recast
form

of

Darcy’s

law

where

considerations

of

the

flow

geometry

as K = " Q HPT !P$ (& w '( ) . K profiles obtained for the HPT system are then compared
#

%
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against K profiles obtained from an independent method (PSU permeameter) and yield
a good correspondence between the two methods.

Influence of drainage condition on CPTu ‘On-the-Fly’ metrics with relation to
permeability profiling: Magnitudes of end-bearing q t , sleeve friction f s and penetrationinduced pore pressure u 2 are reported for steady penetration of a one-quarter-scale
miniature-CPT probe in a kaolinite-sand (75:25) mixture spun at 100-g in a beam
centrifuge. Penetration rates in the range 0.004 to 3.00 (fast) mm/s span the spectrum
of fully-drained to fully-undrained loading and represent maximum and minimum
penetration and frictional resistances, respectively. Cavity expansion solutions are
developed to calculate magnitudes of q t and f s as drainage state changes based on
normalized u 2 pore pressure data. These confirm relationships between normalized end
bearing ( Qt ) pore pressure ratio ( Bq ) and dimensionless hydraulic conductivity ( K D )
5

magnitudes as B qQ t = 1.35 / (1 + K D ) .

New independent relationships linking end

bearing and pore pressures and linking sleeve friction ( FR ) and pore pressures are able
to constrain independent relationships between dimensionless permeability K D and the
metric pairs B q ! Fr and Q t ! Fr . These observations provide additional evidence and
correlations in support of the direct recovery of depth-continuous hydraulic conductivity
magnitudes from steady profiling by CPT.

v

Analysis for a variable rate penetrometer – Scanning drainage states to better recover
soil behavior in the partial drainage transition: An analysis is presented to examine the
pore pressure relationships that develop as a function of variable rate penetration of a
standard CPT probe advanced in a homogeneous elastic-perfectly plastic and fully
saturated

soil.

Dimensionless

U D = (1 / 2)U D MAX (1 + sin(2 !WD TD U D ))

penetration

rate

is

conditioned

oscillating between U D = 0 and U D MAX

selected oscillation frequencies ranging from WD = 0.1 ! 10 .

as
on

Pore pressure trends are

calculated for couplings of dimensionless parameters, U D MAX and WD , using a finiteelement analysis model following a Lagrangian framework.

A parametric analysis

conducted shows that for low U D MAX magnitudes, representing drained conditions, the
peak pore pressure response is very low in magnitude compared with high U D MAX
magnitudes, which represent undrained conditions.

Oscillation frequencies (WD ) are

shown to control stroke length of the penetrometer advance per cycle, independent of
selected values of U D MAX or C v , with low magnitudes ( WD = 0.1 ) yielding longer
penetration strokes then high magnitudes (WD = 10 ). Steady state pore pressures, on
the oscillating cycle, are found to develop after a length of 20 x the penetrometer radius,
and for a standard CPT rods equates to steady state occurring after approximately 1/3
of each rod leaving 2/3’s per rod for data collection at steady state conditions. Soil
strength moduli are shown to influence the area of influence surround the advancing
cone tip with low magnitudes (G / Su = 10 ), presented as high undrained strengths,
vi

having the smallest zone of influence, and largest peak magnitudes of pore pressure,
compared with high magnitudes ( G / Su = 1000 ) that result in the lowest peak
magnitudes of pore pressure and yield the largest zone of influence. This analysis was
advance to examine the ability to recover (coefficient of) permeability magnitudes from
the oscillating pore pressure data and yielded a unique solution for permeability as a
function of dimensional net pore pressure (P ! Ps ) , penetration rate ( U ), and
dimensionless pressure ( PD ) obtained from the finite-element analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical and geoenvironmental engineering focus on systems that typically occur
below the ground surface and are generally interested in determining various mechanical
and fluid transport properties of the subsurface. Some of the mechanical properties that
are of interest to the engineer are bearing capacity, or strength, of the soil and also
elastic properties such as skeletal compressibility.

These mechanical properties are

generally intertwined with fluid transport properties such as diffusivity and (coefficient
of) permeability, which control the rate at which fluid, typically groundwater, travels
through the subsurface.

These parameters are of interest because they control the load

bearing strength of the soil, the amount of settlement that may occur under load, and
also and perhaps more importantly here the rate at which contaminated groundwater
can be transmitted through an aquifer, which leads to contaminate plume migration.

Soil by nature is relatively heterogeneous and as such the magnitudes of these
mechanical and fluid transport properties are highly variable with respect to the spatial
orientation of stratified soil layers. This poses a problem to the practicing engineer as
knowledge of the magnitudes of these variables is very important in being able to apply
their skill to solving various problems, such as selecting the appropriate method for
remediating petroleum, or other fluid-phase, contaminated soils.

To this end a series of

tools is available to measure the spatial variability of these mechanical and transport
properties in-situ through a relatively non-destructive manner. These tools are generally
1

classified as “Direct-Push” due to the manner at which they are advanced with in the
subsurface.

In general a direct-push test is composed of a surface located rig, either

mounted to a truck or as a stand alone machine, that is capable of applying a smooth
downward force, typically via hydraulic press, and pushes a small diameter probe (~3-4
cm in diameter) in to the soil. The probe is typically the tip attached to a series of rods
that allow the rig to push the probe instrument to depths up to around 70 meters for
very soft soils and typically much less for denser soils. Data of the above mentioned soil
parameters are obtained through sensors that are located within the probe tip and
sleeve near the tip.

These sensors were initially strain gauges that were capable of

determining the load applied to the cone rods to move the probe through the soil, thus
yielding a “strength at failure” measurement of the soil. Pore pressure transducers were
eventually added to the instrument at various locations along the probe tip and sleeve
which then allowed for the recovery of penetration induced fluid pressures, measured as
an absolute fluid pressure.

More recent developments have lead to direct-push tools

that contain sensors to measure shear wave velocity (with the shear wave being
generated from the surface), electrical resistivity, vision (using vision cone), among
others.

The work presented here is interested in the fluid pressure response that develops
around a penetrometer cone as it is advanced through saturated soil, and in particular
the influence that penetration induced fluid pressures have on the measurement of the
2

soil strength measurements as well as the fluid pressure measurements which are shown
to influence the obtained magnitudes of these measurements. In addition to examining
the influence of drainage state on the obtained soil parameter data, the work is also
focused on the ability to recover magnitudes of permeability from the direct-push test
data.

The permeability data obtained through these tests provides a depth-continuous
measurement, or estimate, or permeability magnitudes which is highly useful for the
practicing engineering as potential migration pathways for contaminated fluids can be
determined in a relatively rapid and cost effective manner when compared to previous
non-direct-push methods such as slug test conducted in monitoring wells.

This dissertation is comprised of a series of three articles that examine the abovementioned response. The first paper is titled “Depth-continuous permeability profiling
using an active source permeameter” and looks at obtaining permeability magnitudes
using the Hydraulic Profiling Tool (HPT) developed by Geoprobe Systems, Inc.

In

essence this tool emits a small stream of water from a port on its side at a specified flow
rate while being advanced into the subsurface. A computer controlled pump is used to
apply variable pressure to the emitted fluid to maintain the flow rate and the coupling
of the actual flow rate with the applied pressure are then used to determine

3

permeability magnitudes. Significant advances to the field originating from this work is
the ability to recover hydraulic conductivity magnitudes directly from the HPT flow
rate and applied pressure parameters which was previously not possible. In addition
the influence of penetration rate was examined and determined to be null on the
applied pressure field at the penetration rates currently applied. This was previously
un-quantified. Lastly a method to check the applied pressure data to determine which
datum points were valid and useful in recovering hydraulic conductivity magnitudes
was developed.

The second article is titled “Influence of drainage condition on CPTu ‘On-the-Fly’
metrics with relation to permeability profiling”. This article looks at the fluid pressures
that develop surrounding a Cone Penetration Test (CPT) probe tip containing endbearing, sleeve friction, and pore pressure sensors. The main focus of this article is to
evaluate the influence of compression induced pore pressures on the magnitudes of endbearing and sleeve friction and then to link this information to the proofing the ability
to recover permeability measurements following the “on-the-fly” method developed in
Elsworth and Lee, 2005.

This analysis was comprised of a series of geo-centrifuge

laboratory experiments using a mini-CPT cone, which for the first time ever contained a
sleeve friction sensor, and followed by an analytical analysis to examine the influence of
elevated pore pressure on soil strength magnitudes obtained from both the end-bearing
and sleeve friction sensors. This analysis was then used to support and refine the “on4

the-fly” method for recovering permeability magnitudes from continuous-advance CPT
data.

Previous permeability estimates required the halt of the penetrometer and

monitoring the subsequent decay of induced pore pressures as a function of time coupled
with estimates of soil strength to allow for estimates of permeability. The “on-the-fly”
method now allows for the recovery of this parameter in a depth-continuous profile
allowing greater resolution at significantly less time. Significant advances to the field
originating from this work was the recovery of sleeve friction data which showed the
change in magnitude as penetration transitioned from drained to undrained. This was
previously unknown. The revision of the method and equations to predict hydraulic
conductivity magnitudes directly from CPT metrics as well as providing validation for
the method originated from this work.

In addition it is now possible to see how

hydraulic conductivity magnitudes change in the CPT metric space of Bq ! Qt ! FR
which was also previously unknown.

The influence of soil stiffness as inferred from

centrifuge tests conducted on 100% kaolin and 75% kaolin- 25% fine sand compared
against field data obtained from mostly sands was shown to influence the resulting onthe-fly equations which was previously thought to not influence the system.

The third article is titled “Analysis for a variable rate penetrometer – Scanning drainage
states to better recover soil behavior in the partial drainage transition” and utilizes an
oscillating penetration rate to examine soil drainage and strength properties as
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measured, in a single sounding, through the full transition from drained to undrained
drainage states. The main focus of this paper is to oscillate penetration rate between 0
and a maximum value at different oscillation rate frequencies to examine the influence
this has on scanning pore pressure development trends which influence soil strength
measurements.

This analysis was conducted using finite-element simulations to

calculate pore pressure trends for soils of different stiffness magnitudes during under
different oscillation rate frequencies and maximum penetration rates. Then the analysis
was extended to examine the ability to recover permeability magnitudes from the
calculated pore pressure to penetration rate data through out the transition. Significant
advances originating from this work is the development of a new method for testing soil
properties to examine soil strength and fluid transport properties as penetration
transitions from drained to undrained in a single sounding.
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Journal articles originating from this dissertation:

“Depth-continuous permeability profiling using an active source permeameter”
by Michael R. Fitzgerald, Steve Knobbe, and Derek Elsworth.
Submitted to ASCE Journal of Hydrology, currently in review.
In this work, Steve Knobbe of Geoprobe Systems, Inc. operated the direct-push rig and
during the field experiments with Michael Fitzgerald developing the experimental plan
and assisting with the data collection.

All data analysis was performed by Michael

Fitzgerald as well as preparation of the manuscript. Derek Elsworth provided guidance
for the data reduction and analysis.

“Influence of drainage condition on CPTu ‘On-the-Fly’ metrics with relation to
permeability profiling”
by Michael R. Fitzgerald, Mark F. Randolph, and Derek Elsworth.
To be submitted to ASCE Journal of Geotechnical and Geo-Environmental Engineering.
In this work Michael Fitzgerald performed all the experimental activities with the
assistance of technical employees of the centrifuge facility at the University of Western
Australia, conducted the data analysis, and prepared the manuscript with the guidance
of Derek Elsworth and Mark Randolph.
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“Analysis for a variable rate penetrometer – Scanning drainage states to better recover
soil behavior in the partial drainage transition”
by Derek Elsworth and Michael Fitzgerald
To be submitted to Geotechinque.
In this work Derek Elsworth conceived the idea and developed the initial finite element
model. Michael Fitzgerald performed all model simulations with some modifications to
the model, performed the data analysis, and prepared the manuscript.
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2

DEPTH-CONTINUOUS

PERMEABILITY

PROFILING

USING

AN

ACTIVE

SOURCE

PERMEAMETER
2.1

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic conductivity ( K ) is an essential component in understanding fluid and mass
transport in saturated porous media. The distribution of layering and the variability of
capillary, transmission, storage, and reactive characteristics of sedimentary aquifers are
difficult to recover at the resolution required to adequately represent the migration of
aqueous and non-aqueous contaminants in the subsurface, such as dissolved and freephase petroleum. Traditional methods to determine K distributions include pumping
tests commonly conducted in open or screened wells or in piezometers retrofitted into
drillholes, which return aquifer-scale values of hydraulic conductivity; and nested
piezometers which return K magnitudes at discrete but fixed elevations within the
aquifer. Conversely, direct push methods offer the potential to rapidly and accurately
yield profiles of K or other relevant properties with depth. These methods include
direct-push permeameters capable of measuring hydraulic conductivity at discrete
elevations within the profile where insertion is arrested, and direct-push methods
capable of measuring continuous profiles of hydraulic conductivity concurrent with
steady insertion.
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Direct-push hydraulic conductivity profiling methods can be broken down into four
distinct groups; (1) those that follow traditional slug test methods, (2) those that use a
single borehole to conduct multi-level profiles, (3) those that recover (near) continuous
parameters to enable a continuous profile, and (4) hybrid methods that can obtain
hydraulic conductivity profiles either statically at discrete elevations or continuously
with depth.

Traditional methods such as direct push permeameters, which include the cone
penetration test (CPT) and probe-rig deployed tools, conduct slug-tests through short
(Lee et al., 2008) and long (Butler, 2002; Butler et al., 1994; Hinsby et al., 1992;
Melville et al., 1991) screened intervals, and include those which protect the screen
during insertion by a retractable sleeve (Butler and Healey, 1998; Butler et al., 2002).
These tools have the advantage that they can access multiple zones at prescribed depths
and can conduct slug tests over variable-length intervals (4-30 cm). Tools with longer
screens yield K magnitudes for a larger aquifer interval, but are less likely to be
influenced by problems of screen blockage than shorter screens, which more closely
approach point measurements.

In each case, the measurement of fluid pressures or

heads within the screened intervals leaves interpretation of results subject to the effects
of localized blockage.

This effect can be largely overcome in the second grouping of

tools which measure steady-state fluid-pressure and flow around an injection source such
as in the direct-push permeameter (Butler et al., 2007; Stienstra and van Deen, 1994)
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where measurements taken at as many discrete elevations as desired while the
instrument is progressively advanced.

The third class of tools enables profiles of K to be recovered continuously with depth
and in real-time concurrent with tool advance. These methods utilize a variety of
different probes having significantly differing means of either measuring or inferring K
magnitudes, and may be loosely grouped into two categories: ones that measure with
time net changes in the pore pressure field surrounding the advancing/arrested probe
(dissipation

tests

and

CPTu-constant

penetration

rate

methods

(“on-the-fly”

evaluations (Elsworth and Lee, 2005)), and those in which K is determined by both
injecting fluid (water) into the saturated soil and by measuring the pressure applied to
move the fluid into the saturated medium. On-the-fly methods are limited at low K
magnitudes since advance is “undrained” and the probe does not adequately evaluate
fluid transport, and also at very high K magnitudes by an insensitivity of the probe
sensors to induced pressures.

These limitations are in large part overcome by the fourth group of tools which inject
fluid continuously with penetration, such as the hydraulic profiling tool (HPT) discussed
here. The following examines the potential of this probe to yield profiles of K through
carefully controlled field experiments and compared with hydraulic conductivity
measured independently by a screened-permeameter. This analysis is structured to first
11

examine the influence of external variables, penetration rate (U) and flow rate (Q) on
the net applied fluid pressure magnitudes (∆P), then using analytical development to
relate flow rate and net applied pressure to hydraulic conductivity, and subsequently
compare the resulting depth-continuous profiles with independently obtained K
magnitudes.

2.2

HYDRAULIC PROFILING TOOL

The Hydraulic Profiling Tool (HPT) characterizes the fluid transport properties of soils
in situ by making direct measurements of the net applied pressure ( !P ) required to
inject a “targeted” flow rate ( Q T ) of fluid into an unconsolidated saturated media while
the probe is either advanced at a constant rate or held static. Actual flow rates ( Q )
and !P magnitudes are recorded near-continuously with depth (1-2 cm intervals) and
provide information about the ease of fluid transmission in the material at a localized
scale.

2.2.1 HPT SYSTEM OPERATION AND CONFIGURATION
HPT, like the cone penetration test (CPT), is a direct-push subsurface characterization
technique, where the probe is attached to the end of a string of hollow direct-push rods
and

advanced

into

the subsurface at a

specified

rate,

typically 2

cm/sec.
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Characterization of the subsurface is by the injection of a continuous stream of fluid
emitted from the port which is located up-shaft from the cone tip, while measurements
of the net applied pressure required to maintain the targeted flow rate are recorded with
depth. Figure 2.1 is a schematic showing the probe geometry and port location.

The geometry of the probe is a 62° apex cone affixed to a cylindrical shell 44.5 mm (1.75
inches) in diameter. A small port, 10.9 mm (0.43 inches) in diameter is located 414 mm
(16.3 inches) up the shaft of the probe from the apex of the cone tip. Contained within
the probe is a fluid pressure transducer located directly behind the port, which measures
the fluid pressure at the port opening. Fluid is supplied to the probe through a plastic
tube contained inside the hollow rods, which connects the probe to the surface mounted
pump, fluid-flow rate controller, and computer system.

Port location on the HPT probe is important as previous analysis for CPT has shown
that the magnitude of fluid pressure on the probe surface, induced by penetration, varies
greatly with location of the pore pressure measurement (Baligh, 1985; Robertson et al.,
1986). Penetration induced pore pressures vary with radial ( r ) distance from the cone
tip process zone and in general decay as a function of 1 / r (Elsworth, 1991). Thus by
locating the injection port of the probe (fluid pressure measurement point) up-shaft of
the tip by approximately 19 probe radii, the influence of both shear induced negative
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pore pressures and also migratory positive pore pressures caused by tip-local effects are
greatly reduced (Elsworth, 1991).

2.2.2 HPT FLOW RATE AND PRESSURE RESPONSE ANALYSIS
For Darcian flow of a Newtonian fluid within a porous medium the applied pressure
drop is directly proportional to resulting flow rate. Hydraulic conductivity is a constant
of proportionality that links these terms and is inclusive of the geometric features of the
resulting flow field. The relationship between flow rate, Q , and pressure drop, !P ,
particularly the ratio Q / !P , provides sufficient information to characterize the fluid
transport properties of soils provided flow is steady and the geometry of the flow field is
defined. Correspondingly, a probe injecting fluid at prescribed rate and measuring the
pressure differential may provide a depth-continuous profile of hydraulic conductivity
and is the principle employed in the use of this tool.

To examine the influence of external variables on the obtained flow-rate to applied
pressure response for the probe a series of 6 soundings were conducted at a test site in
Salina, KS. The test site is mostly flat farm field with a stratigraphy comprised of four
fairly distinct zones (albeit with a significant amount of thin intermixed layering) in
general: 0-4.5 meters-below ground surface (m-bgs) is very stiff fine grained silt with
intermixed layers of clayey silt and silty sand; 4.5-10.5 m-bgs is mostly clay with some
14

intermixed layers of clayey silt to silty clay; 10.5-13 m-bgs is a series of very thin layers
of silty sand and sandy silt; and 13-20 m-bgs is mostly sand with thin intermixed layers
of clayey sand and silty sand.

Figure 2.2 shows the stratigraphy of the test site, as defined from CPT end-bearing and
pore pressure data (Robertson et al., 1986), and corresponding depth-continuous Q
(mL/min), !P (kPa), and Q / !P (mL/min/kPa) profiles for a targeted flow rate ( Q T =
350 mL/min) and U = 2 cm/s. The water table for this, and the following data sets,
was at 7.52 m-bgs. Variations of flow rate around the targeted flow rate, in Figure 2.2
shown as a dashed line, and the corresponding net applied pressure response shows the
sensitivity of the HPT system to detect layers of high and low conductivity within the
subsurface for saturated and unsaturated conditions.

In May 2006 a series of soundings were conducted at the field site to examine the
influence of penetration rate and flow rate on the resulting net applied pressure
magnitudes for the HPT system.

A total of six HPT soundings were conducted for

depths up to 20 m-bgs with the following parameters: four soundings with a nearconstant penetration rate of 2 cm/s with targeted flow rates of 230, 350, 400, and 605
mL/min; and two soundings with near-constant penetration rates of 4 cm/s with
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targeted flow rates of 350 and 650 mL/min.

All sounding were conducted in close

proximity to each other with an approximate 1-meter distance between soundings.

Analysis of the influence of penetration rate and flow rate is best viewed in
!P / " v ' # Q / !P space where ! v ' is the effective vertical stress within the soil. This is

an important parameter in the analysis of flow rate and resulting pressure response as in
low conductivity materials applied fluid pressures increase proportionally to attempt to
maintain the targeted flow rate. The negative effect of this is that when applied fluid
pressure exceeds the confining stress (i.e. !P / " v ' > 1 ) within the soil, failure initiates and
the resulting net applied pressure magnitudes that the HPT system measures are not
indicative of hydraulic conductivity but rather the undrained strength of the soil.

The HPT data obtained below the water table for all six soundings are shown in Figures
2.3 (a)-(f) in !P / " v ' # Q / !P space.

Here it is seen, for all six soundings, at low

conductivities, inferred from low Q / !P magnitudes, the system response approaches an
asymptotic limit and at high conductivities, essentially Q / !P > 1 , the response follows a
near linear trend decreasing with increasing magnitudes of Q / !P .

The dashed line

shown in Figures 2.3(a)-(f) (and later as well) is provided for reference to decipher the
minor differences that occur between the different flow rate and penetration rate
couplings. The dashed line is equivalent to
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where ! is the limiting magnitude where soil failure occurs with respect to the ratio of
!P / " v ' . Cavity expansion solutions may be extended from CPT analysis for undrained

penetration states to resolve ! in terms of intrinsic soil properties of shear modulus ( G )
and undrained soil strength ( S u ) as (Elsworth and Lee, 2007)
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% # v '(
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$ G'
4 Su
ln & ) .
3 # v ' % Su (

(2.2)

Prominent trends evident in Figures 2.3(a)-(f) are that selection of Q and U have little
effect of the data when normalized in this manner, although it can clearly been seen in a
comparison of the data spread from Figures 2.3(a)-(d) that as the targeted flow rate is
increased the data begin to shape into an increasing tighter response. At the poor end
of this trend is Q T = 230 mL/min where the data exhibit a fairly scattered response and
is useful as it indicates that Q T < ~300 mL/min may not provide a valuable data set to
recover hydraulic conductivity magnitudes from.

HPT data obtained from the mostly high conductivity material zone (13.5-18 m-bgs)
which is composed of mostly sand with thin intermixed layers of clayey sand and silty
sand are shown in Figures 2.4(a)-(f) for all six soundings.

Observation of the data

responses in Figures 2.4 (a)-(f) show that in mostly high conductivity material the
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resulting relationship fits fairly well with the dashed line for all soundings with Q T <
~300 mL/min and indicates that high conductivity materials result in Q / !P " 1
magnitudes. This shows that high conductivity materials will yield a linear response for
the couplings of Q and !P with in their respective prescribed ranges and that U does
not significantly influence the applied fluid pressure and flow rate responses when U <
4 cm/s, but does cause a minor shift in the data trends. The higher penetration rate
soundings ( U = 4 cm/s), Figures 2.4(e)-(f), result in higher !P magnitudes as inferred
from the vertical location of the data sets. Higher flow rates result in a minor shift of
the data towards greater values of Q / !P .

The flow-rate to applied fluid pressure response is shown in Figures 2.5(a)-(f) for very
low conductivity materials (black markers) obtained from the mostly clay layer (8-10 mbgs) and also for unsaturated data (grey markers) obtained from the mostly fine grained
silt layer (2-4 m-bgs) for comparison with the !P / " v ' # Q / !P responses for the mostly
sand layer (Figures 2.4(a)-(f)). Here it is seen that the data obtained for clays is very
clustered and all above the !P / " v ' failure limit, as well as for the unsaturated data.

HPT sounding data were also obtained for a series of flow rate to applied pressure
responses at discrete depths to better evaluate the role of penetration in affecting the
applied fluid pressure magnitudes. A single sounding was used where the flow rate was
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varied from low to high at stepped intervals until a stable applied pressure response was
obtained. The intervals were: 7.52, 13.25, 13.80, 14.78, 15.75, 16.26, and 17.75 m-bgs
with flow rates ranging from 152 to 613 mL/min. These data are shown in Figure 2.6
(black circles) for the seven discrete depths in !P / " v ' # Q / !P and compared against
the dynamic HPT data (grey markers) for the mostly sands layer only (13.5-18 m-bgs).
The static penetration data were filtered for Q < 300 mL/min as shown earlier that
data below this limit yield a scattered response in !P / " v ' # Q / !P space. Comparison
between the dynamic and static HPT data confirms that at penetration rates below 4
cm/s flow rate and pressure responses do not appear to be significantly affected. This is
inferred by the bracketing of the dynamic data by the static data where targeted flow
rates for both dynamic and static soundings were conducted over the same range, thus if
penetration rate were a significant factor the two data sets would not align.

2.2.3 EVALUATION OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
Hydraulic conductivity estimates from the measured injection rate and applied pressure
data are based on a general form of Darcy’s law, K = Q i A . Darcy’s law is valid for
conditions of steady laminar flow and relates the volumetric flow (Q) of fluid through a
cross-sectional area ( A ) of porous medium under a net applied pressure ( !P ). Analysis
of the Q ! "P data obtained from the HPT profiles uses a recast form of Darcy’s law to
incorporate the geometric effect of the flow pattern on the resulting flow and net applied
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pressure magnitudes. The procedure (e.g. Gribb et al, 1998; Elsworth and Lee, 2005)
relates the continuous flow of fluid through the shell of a spherical volume to that of a
hemispherical port outlet located on the side of the probe. As an approximation, the
wall of the probe is assumed to divide the infinite flow region into a half space – with
injection into the planar boundary of the half-space.

In radial coordinates, Darcy’s law may be stated as
! dh "
Q = AK # $
% dr &

(

(2.3)

)

where dh / dr is the change in hydraulic head ( h ) with radial distance ( r ) from the
port center. This volumetric flow is related to that of a sphere by equating the crosssectional area ( A ) to the surface area of a sphere ( Asphere = 4 ! r 2 ).

Substituting

A = Asphere into equation (2.3) yields

Qsphere = 4! r 2K

dh
dr

(2.4)

Separation of variables and slight rearrangement yields an expression that relates the
change in hydraulic head with radial distance as
"Q
dh = $ sphere
$ 4! K
&

# " dr #
%$ 2 % .
%& r '
'

(2.5)

Integration of equation (2.5),
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where (h2 " h1 ) = #P ! w ( ! w is the unit weight of water) and r1 = port radius (! /2) ,
provides the relationship to recover flow through the surface of sphere per unit pressure
drop as
$ 4! " %
'K .
=&
& #w 2 '
(P
)
*

Qsphere

(2.7)

The flow and pressure fields that develop for the HPT system result in a hemispherical
shell centered at the port center.

This is manifest in equation (2.7) by equating

Q sphere = 2Q HPT thus yielding the final relationship
Q HPT $ ! " %
'K
=&
& #w '
(P
)
*

(2.8)

As stated above, equation (2.8) is the approximate analytical solution to recover
magnitudes of volumetric flow from the HPT port per unit pressure drop under
conditions of constant hydraulic conductivity.

Hydraulic conductivity magnitudes are calculated for the HPT dynamic (grey markers)
and static (black circles) data and shown in Figure 2.7 expressed in " P / ! v '# K (m / s )
space. The dynamic HPT data shown in Figure 2.7 are for the mostly sands layer (13.518 m-bgs) and the static data are for all static depths, but filtered for Q T > 300
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mL/min.

This figure shows that at K ≥ 10-6 m/s the profiles yield a near linear

response and at K ≤ 10-6 m/s the !P / " v ' magnitudes plateau and the HPT data do
not yield information about hydraulic conductivity, but rather soil strength.

Profiles of K with Depth (m-bgs) are shown in Figures 2.8(a)-(d) for four couplings of
penetration rate and targeted flow rate comparing: (a) flow rate ( Q T = 350 and 605
mL/min) at the same penetration rate ( U = 2 cm/s); (b) flow rate ( Q T = 350 and 650
mL/min) at the same penetration rate ( U = 4 cm/s); (c) penetration rate (U = 2 and
4 cm/s) at the same flow rate ( Q T = 350 mL/min); and (d) penetration rate (U = 2
and 4 cm/s) at nearly the same flow rate ( Q T = 605 and 650 mL/min) (shown as
dashed and solid lines) and compared with independently obtained K magnitudes using
the PSU permeameter.

The PSU permeameter is essentially a constant-head test conducted using direct-push
rods with a 2.5cm slotted screen attached to the tip and a pressurized reservoir attached
at the top of the set of rods.

Measurements of K are obtained for the PSU

permeameter by performing controlled flow through tests of water in the cylindrical
reservoir released through the screen at the desired depth in the subsurface.
Measurements of flow rate and applied pressure are then used to calculate K
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magnitudes for the discrete depths using a factor to relate the flow geometry through
the screen (Lee et al., 2008).

Review of Figures 2.8(a)-(d) show that the K profiles obtained using the dynamic HPT
data yield hydraulic conductivity magnitudes that closely correspond to ones obtained
from the PSU permeameter, with minor (generally less than a half order of magnitude)
variation between the HPT and PSU data sets. The data from the HPT profiles were
averaged over 10 cm-intervals surrounding the port to reduce noise in the data (5 cm
above and below port). The influence of penetration rate and targeted flow rate is also
explored in Figures 2.8(a)-(d) and do not appear to show a systematic bias on the
resulting profile, as high flow rates do not always appear to yield higher or lower K
magnitudes and the same for penetration rate.

2.3

DISCUSSION

The Hydraulic Profiling Tool is shown to yield direct measurements of the fluid
transport properties of saturated (and unsaturated) soils at a resolution capable of
deciphering layering in the soil as shown in Figure 2.2. An analysis was conducted to
examine the influence of penetration rate on the resulting net applied pressure
magnitudes of the system to attain the targeted flow rate and showed that there is little
influence of penetration rate at the penetration rates tests ( U = 0, 2, and 4 cm/s). It is
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however hypothesized that penetration rate could be a critical factor at penetration
rates above some threshold limit where advection of the soil medium past the port
location is significant enough to reduce applied pore pressure magnitudes due to
incomplete storage in the medium.

Where incomplete storage occurs the applied

pressure magnitudes are likely to be less than the stable pore pressures and will result in
a high prediction of hydraulic conductivity.

The second critical issue related to penetration rate is the influence that tip induced
pore pressure, caused by compression of the soil medium during advance, are of
significant magnitude to affect the applied pressure magnitude at the port.

For the

HPT system where the port is located at 19 probe radii up shaft from the cone tip, this
does not appear to be an issue.

However if the port were located closer to the tip

additional analysis would be required to evaluate the influence of the penetration
induced pore pressures and would be a function of penetration rate, diffusivity of the
soil, and also soil strength.

A third critical issue for the HPT system is the selected target flow rate for the test.
Figures 2.4(a)-(d) show that as the target flow rate is increased the data begin to form
to a line when plotted in !P / " v '# Q / !P space. This shows the potential influence of
storage effects in the medium where low flow rates ( Q < 300 mL/min) do not provide a
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sufficient volumetric source of fluid to adequate evaluate the flow-rate to applied pore
pressure relationship necessary for obtaining hydraulic conductivity measurements. To
this end, it is best that flow rate is maintained above 300 mL/min and based on Figure
2.4(d) Q = 400 mL/min appears to be sufficient to yield a clear response of flow rate
and applied pressure.

A fourth critical issue for the HPT system is that applied fluid pressure in excess of the
confining stress of the soil will initiate failure in the soil medium and yield invalid
measurements of applied pressure at the measured flow rate.

This presents the

potential for short-circuiting along the probe surface, which may significantly reduce
measured injection pressures thus skewing the data towards higher hydraulic
conductivity predictions. This is a particular concern for this instrument as a
comparison between net applied pressures and in situ effective stress levels indicated a
potential for dilatory behavior.

In each sounding it was observed that the pore

pressures exceeded the effective stress levels between the ranges of 0 to approximately
12 m-bgs. When analyzing HPT sounding data it is critical to evaluate the data based
on its location in !P / " v '# Q / !P where data with !P / " v ' > 1 should be considered
suspect and not utilized. To this end, future development of the probe should include a
procedure to limit net applied pressure magnitudes to be less than effective stress levels,
which would likely require an automated reduction in specified flow rate.
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Future analysis suggested that would benefit the understanding of this tool and its
potential achievements and limitations would be to perform centrifuge tests with a
miniature-HPT probe. One suggested experiment would be to utilize the centrifuge test
at varied penetration rates within the confines of a homogenous soil deposit.
Penetration rate is easily and accurately controlled in the centrifuge test and
homogeneous samples of materials which different mechanical and fluid transport
properties can be tested to better determine the influence of material properties on the
obtained flow rate and applied pressure response. In addition, further confirmation can
be conducted for testing the hydraulic conductivity measurements obtained from Q and
!P HPT data.

2.4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Hydraulic Profiling Tool (HPT) presents a unique means to measure the hydraulic
conductivity of soils in situ.

The direct-push tool functions by emitting a stream of

water from a port located approximately 19-penetrometer radii up-shaft, above the cone
tip, at a fixed fluid flow rate and while the supplied pressure is computer adjusted to
maintain this targeted flow rate. This coupling of flow rate and net applied pressure are
sufficient to yield estimates of hydraulic conductivity in static (non-moving) or low
penetration rate ( U > 4cm/s) scenarios where the emitted fluid is allowed to develop a
stable pressure field in the immediate vicinity of the port.
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Evaluation of targeted flow rates revealed that a lower limit ( Q < 300 mL/min) exists
where it is shown that Q / !P data do not yield a linear response and data obtained
below this flow rate should be omitted from hydraulic conductivity measurements. In
addition, net applied pressures in excess of the confining stress ( !P / " v ' > 1 ) should be
omitted as well as it is likely that failure has occurred in the soil medium and the
measured applied pressure magnitudes are likely not a valid measurement of fluid
transport but rather soil strength properties.

When the applied flow-rate to applied pressure response is linear hydraulic conductivity
measurements can be obtained from a recast form of Darcy’s law which takes in to
account

the

flow

geometry

(

)

K = " Q HPT !P $ & w '( .
#
%

of

the

fluid

emitted

from

the

port

as

This relationship is derived from the consideration of

geometric flow from a point source situated at the center of a hemisphere where the
fluid migrates towards the outer surface of the hemisphere equivalent in all directions
under a pressure drop between the applied pressure at the port an the hydrostatic
pressure in the surrounding media.

Comparison of hydraulic conductivity profiles

calculated from the HPT data set and an independent profile obtained by a direct-push
permeameter (PSU permeameter) show suitable agreement.
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Figure 2.1 - Schematic of the Hydraulic Profiling Tool probe illustrating the geometry
and dimensions of the probe and fluid discharge port, and the approximate location
of the bank of electrical conductivity sensors.
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Figure 2.2 - Continuous depth profiles of HPT metrics of Actual Flow Rate (Q), Net
Applied Fluid Pressure at port location (∆P = (pport - ps), and the ratio of Actual Flow
Rate to Net Applied Pressure (Q/∆P) corresponding with the sediment profile obtained
from CPTu-metric data defined using Robertson 1986 classification. Targeted flow rate
(QT) for this sounding is 350 mL/min and penetration rate (U) is 2 cm/s. Water table is
at 7.52 meters-below ground surface (m-bgs).
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All data below water table (~7.5-18 m-bgs)
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Figures 2.3(a)-(f) - Traces of HPT field data comparing the influences of penetration rate
(U) and targeted flow rate (QT) for (a) 2 cm/s at 230 mL/min, (b) 2 cm/s at 350 mL/min,
(c) 2 cm/s at 605 mL/min, (d) 2 cm/s at 400 mL/min, (e) 4 cm/s at 350 ml/min, and (f)
4 cm/s at 650 mL/min. The dashed line is used as a datum point for comparison and is
equivalent to ∆P/sv’ = a/(1+Q/∆P) where a = f(G, Su).
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Data obtained from mostly sand layer (13.5-18 m-bgs)
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Figures 2.4(a)-(f) - Traces of HPT field data isolated for sands (13.5-18 m-bgs),
comparing the influences of penetration rate (U) and targeted flow rate (QT) for (a) 2
cm/s at 230 mL/min, (b) 2 cm/s at 350 mL/min, (c) 2 cm/s at 605 mL/min, (d) 2 cm/s
at 400 mL/min, (e) 4 cm/s at 350 ml/min, and (f) 4 cm/s at 650 mL/min. The dashed
line is used as a datum point for comparison and is equivalent to ∆P/sv’ = a/(1+Q/∆P)
where a = f(G, Su).
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Figures 2.5(a)-(f) - HPT data obtained in clays (black markers) at 8-10m-bgs, and the
unsaturated zone (grey markers) at 2-4 m-bgs, showing the influence of penetration rate
(U) and targeted flow rate (QT) for (a) 2 cm/s at 230 mL/min, (b) 2 cm/s at 350
mL/min, (c) 2 cm/s at 605 mL/min, (d) 2 cm/s at 400 mL/min, (e) 4 cm/s at 350
ml/min, and (f) 4 cm/s at 650 mL/min. The dashed line is used as a datum point for
comparison and is equivalent to ∆P/sv’ = a/(1+Q/∆P) where a = f(G, Su).
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Figure 2.6 - HPT data (sands layer, 13.5-18 m-bgs) for static (black circles) and dynamic
(grey markers) penetration conditions showing the effect of advection on the flow rate to
applied pressure response (data labels indicate the depth of static Q and ∆P
measurements).
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Figure 2.7 - HPT data for static (black circles) and dynamic (grey markers) penetration
conditions showing the effect of advection on the flow rate to pore pressure response with
(a) static and dynamic data with (labels indicate depth for static measurement in
meters-below ground surface). The dashed line is a datum point for comparison and is
equivalent to ∆P/sv’ = a/(1+Q/∆P) where a = f(G, Su). (b) Hydraulic conductivity, K
(m/s), magnitudes calculated from HPT static and dynamic Q/∆P data using eq. (X).
Solid lines mark the linear response in the partially drained region and the limit for soil
failure at low K magnitudes.
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Figures 2.8(a)-(d) - Continuous depth (m-bgs) profiles of K (m/s) calculated from HPT
dynamic data and compared against independent K measurements, obtained for discrete
depths, using the PSU permeameter (solid diamonds). The four profile sets show the
influence of penetration rate, U (m/s), and flow rate, QT (mL/min), on the resulting
hydraulic conductivity profiles for combinations of (a) same penetration rate: (U, QT) =
(2, 350) and (2, 605), (b) same penetration rate: (U, QT) = (4, 605) and (4, 650), (c) same
flow rate: (U, QT) = (2, 350) and (4, 350), (d) same flow rate: (U, QT) = (2, 605) and (4,
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3

INFLUENCE

OF

DRAINAGE CONDITION ON CPTU “ON – THE –FLY” METRICS WITH

RELATION TO PERMEABILITY PROFILING

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The Piezocone Test (CPTu) is a widely utilized direct-push tool for the in situ
investigation of various mechanical and fluid transport properties of shallow
unconsolidated saturated and unsaturated sediments. CPTu provides measurements
of soil properties through sensors located in the probe tip and shaft used for the
measurement of soil strength, frictional resistance, and absolute pore fluid pressure.
The development of correlations and mechanistic relationships derived from cone
metrics return information about soil properties such as soil strength, shear modulus,
and (coefficient of) permeability1 among others. These parameters either obtained
through empirical correlations or more rigorously from analytical development
require adequate knowledge of the soil drainage state, which is shown to affect the
measured CPT-metrics and subsequently information determined from them.

Soil drainage state, with respect to direct-push testing, indexes the degree to which
the penetration rate of the probe, also viewed as the localized strain rate of the soil,
is in equilibrium with the rate at which the displaced pore fluid can migrate away
from the compressing soil matrix. The spectrum of drainage states may be divided

1

Hereafter the term permeability will be used as a conjunction for (coefficient of) permeability.

into three transitional groups – drained, where induced fluid pressure is null or
minimum; partially drained; and undrained, where induced fluid pressure is at a
maximum with peak magnitudes limited by the soil strength.

Knowledge of the

drainage state of soil is an important criterion when deducing soil properties directly
from CPT metrics, as elevated pore pressures above hydrostatic reduce soil strength
in unconsolidated sediments, due to reducing effective stresses as inferred from
centrifuge data (Randolph and Hope 2004).

This work focuses on the use of CPTu metrics to recover permeability profiles from
soundings conducted at steady penetration rates following the “On-the-Fly” method
(Elsworth and Lee 2005).

Other methods to obtain permeability magnitudes from CPTu data generally follow
two broad classifications, those that employ empirical correlations, and those that
directly measure the generation or dissipation of induced pore pressure at cone tip,
shoulder or sleeve positions concurrent with penetration or after penetration arrest.
Empirical correlations relate measured magnitudes of dimensionless CPT metrics of
cone end-bearing, friction ratio, and induced pore pressure ratio with classifications
of soils by grain size and type (Douglas and Olsen 1981; Robertson et al. 1986).
These classifications may be used to estimate permeability coefficients directly from
inferred soil type (Douglas and Olsen 1981; Manassero 1994), or may be further
constrained by in situ imaging and the use of capillary models (Hryciw et al. 2003).

Alternative methods involve estimating permeability directly from end-bearing
(Chiang et al. 1992; Smythe et al. 1989) when sleeve friction is known.
Permeabilities may also be evaluated from CPTu-measured pore pressures, where the
coefficient of consolidation has been determined a priori such as through pore
pressure dissipation rate following cone arrest (House et al. 2001; Robertson et al.
1992), provided magnitudes of drained soil compressibility are also available.

Dislocation methods (Elsworth 1991; Elsworth 1993; Elsworth 1998) accommodate
the partially drained regime of penetration induced pore pressures and provide the
background to recover permeability estimates without requiring penetration arrest.
The On-the-Fly concept (Elsworth 1993; Elsworth and Lee 2005) is a model that
allows for the recovery of permeability magnitudes directly from CPTu metrics
without requiring the previous limitation of arresting penetration to measure peak
pore pressure dissipation, a time consuming step in fine-grained soils such as clays.
Additionally, the on-the-fly analysis recovers magnitudes of permeability in the
partially drained regime, previously not possible from other methods. Application of
this method requires that penetration (U ) is constant and that the drainage response
of the soils is partially drained.

Limits to the model have been developed from

cavity expansions models that define pore pressure induced failure surrounding the
cone tip where knowledge, or estimates, of undrained strength ( S u ) and drained
compressibility are known or can be obtained (Elsworth and Lee 2007).

Field data, with independently recovered permeability magnitudes have been used to
validate this model with a relative degree of success.

However, the lack of

appropriate control of the natural variability within the studied soils has led to the
inability to provide conclusive evidence for the model and to this end a suite of
centrifuge soundings were conducted to attain this data. The centrifuge experiments
were conducted in a single soil sample at varying steady penetration rates to
simulate soils of different diffusivities. Advanced from previous mini-CPT tests was
the addition of a sleeve friction sensor on the mini-CPT so that for the first time the
full ensemble of CPT metrics and particularly their inter-relations can be viewed as
penetration drainage state transitions from drained to undrained.

3.2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A series of constant-rate CPTu soundings were performed to recover magnitudes of
induced pore pressure ( u 2 ), corrected end-bearing ( q t ), and for the first time sleeve
friction ( f s ) magnitudes for a miniature-CPT probe in a fully saturated soil sample
composed of a homogeneous mixture of kaolin and fine-sand (75:25, by weight). The
manufactured sample was subjected to a centrifugal acceleration of 100g to simulate
realistic in situ stresses of an approximately 20 meter deep soil deposit, using the
University of Western Australia – Center for Offshore Foundation Systems (UWACOFS) centrifuge facility.

Measurements of permeability were independently

recovered to constrain CPT metrics for validation of the on-the-fly model.

3.2.1 SOIL SAMPLE PROPERTIES
The soil sample consisted of a homogeneous mixture of kaolin (75 percent) and fine
sand (25 percent by weight, D 5 0 ! 0 .1 3 mm ).

Atterberg tests were used to

determine the liquid limit (LL = 45.7%) and plastic limit (PL = 23.7%) of the
sample, using Australian Standard Methods 3.9 and 3.2.1 respectively.

Sample

slurry for the remaining tests were mixed to initial water content of 1.5 times the
liquid limit.

Rowe cell tests were utilized to measure the skeletal compressibility
-4

( m v (1 / k P a) = 7 .5 0 x 1 0 ) and coefficient of consolidation ( c v (m / y r ) = 5 .0 5 ), with
2

both values reported for effective stress magnitudes equivalent to 10 m of fully
saturated overburden ( ! vo '(kPa) = 65 ). Effective stress profiles assume an average
unit effective weight for the soil of 6.5 kN/m3.

An internal friction angle

! = 23 " 30° was assumed for this soil mixture.

Independent measurements of permeability were also conducted using a constant
head flow-through test at the end of each stepped increment of applied pressure
differential of the Rowe cell tests.

These tests yield an independent average

measurement of permeability ( K Flow (m/ s) = 9.32 x10 !10 ) through which to compare
the “On-the-Fly” permeability magnitudes. This permeability magnitude is reported
for 10m of overburden pressure.

Permeability may also be estimated from

K = m v c v ! w and was found to be approximately equal to the flow through tests as
K Rowe (m/ s) = 1.18 x10 !9 . Of important note here is that due to centrifuge scaling

laws permeability magnitudes obtained at 1-g will be elevated directly with the
applied centrifugal acceleration n as K Cent. = n K Rowe

, Flow

(Garnier et al. 2007).

Specific gravity of the sample mixture was assumed as G s = 2.6 , typical for kaolin
and sand.

3.2.2 SAMPLE MIXTURE AND CONSOLIDATION
The centrifuge soil sample was mixed using a rotary drum mixer (standard cement
mixer) to a water content of 1.5 times the liquid limit ( w c = 92% ), enough to allow
for sufficient mixing but limit any post-mixing segregation of the fine sand within the
kaolin matrix. Saturation and mixing of the sample was conducted under vacuum to
accelerate saturation and to remove any excess air from either the water or soil
constituents.

The saturated sample was then transferred by hand scoops to the

strong-box and gently layered on to a 10-mm drainage layer of coarse sand. Initial
consolidation of the soil sample was performed using a table press followed by “inflight” consolidation in the centrifuge at 100-g.

This procedure resulted in a

normally consolidated sample approximately 210mm in height by 650mm long by
390mm wide. Water was supplied continuously during the consolidation process to
balance any evaporation. Boundary drainage effects were limited by using the 10mm layer of coarse sand below the sample base and vertical corner drains, ~ 1-inch
in diameter, cored in the sample and filled with coarse sand following the initial
consolidation phase prior to the final “in-flight” consolidation.

3.2.3 CENTRIFUGE TEST
The mini-piezocone (CPTu) was designed and fabricated within the UWA-COFS
centrifuge facility, by their in house staff machinists and electrical technicians. The
miniature piezocone was designed to represent a scaled version of a standard field
deployable cone, with a nominal diameter of 10mm, cone apex angle of 60°, a 700kPa
pore pressure sensor located at the u 2 shoulder position, a 5MPa end bearing sensor,
and a friction sleeve.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the geometry and dimensions of the

miniature-CPT. To the authors best knowledge this is the first miniature-CPTu
containing a friction sleeve.

The experiments were performed using the 40g-tonne beam centrifuge operated and
maintained by UWA-COFS. The centrifuge has a 1.8m nominal radius and capable
of a maximum acceleration of 200g with a maximum payload of 0.2Mg. The sample
was spun at 100g using a nominal radius of 1.63m. The homogeneous soil mixture
was held in a strongbox equipped with a robotic actuator used to advance the probe
into the sample.

A small video camera was attached to the strongbox for visual

confirmation of the probe orientation with the sample surface, guided by actuator
supplied location coordinates.

Following in-flight consolidation, for approximately 48-hours at 100-g a total of 15
piezocone soundings were completed in the saturated kaolin-sand mixture. Each

sounding was divided into three distinct zones, with respect to depth from the
surface. Zone 1 (0 to 30 mm) had a standard penetration rate of 1 mm/sec, Zone 2
(30mm to 100mm) contained the faster penetration rates approximately 10 times
that of Zone 3 (100mm to 165mm), as it is believed that slow penetration rates result
in an overconsolidation process occurring in front of the advancing penetrometer tip
that could lead to elevated end-bearing magnitudes (House et al. 2001; Randolph and
Hope 2004).

Penetration rates (U ) within Zones 2 and 3 were selected to provide sufficient
coverage of the full transition from drained to undrained penetration response and
ranged from 0.004 ! U(mm/ s)! 3.00 , near the limits of the robotic actuator.
Soundings 1 and 15 were control measurements at a constant penetration rate of 1
mm/sec for the entire sounding.

Each sounding location was selected so that no

sounding was closer than 90 mm (18 probe radii) from another sounding or wall to
limit the biasing in the test from either boundary effects or potential post-sounding
cavities.

Correction of the measured end-bearing stress magnitudes for unequal area effects
was performed using q t = q c + (1 ! a n ) u 2 with a n = 0.632 as obtained through
calibration chamber tests using air pressure (Lunne et al. 1997; Randolph and Hope
2004).

3.2.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The suite of piezocone soundings provide sufficient data to evaluate the influence of
drainage condition on the magnitudes of the cone metrics of end-bearing, sleeve
friction, and pore pressure. Penetration rate is best viewed when recast in a
dimensionless form as

U D = U a / cv

(3.1)

a combination of penetration rate ( U ) with the penetrometer has radius (a ) and the
consolidation coefficient ( c v ). This dimensionless penetration rate is an index to the
degree of drainage of the soil during penetration and is in essence a measure of the
volumetric strain rate ( Ua ) versus the diffusivity of the soil ( c v ).

Figure 3.2 shows the normalized profiles of end-bearing q t

net

/ q t net max , sleeve friction

f s / f s max , and pore pressure u 2 / u 2 max with respect to U D and illustrates the
dependency of the piezocone-measured magnitude on drainage state or penetration
rate. Of note for end-bearing and sleeve friction in Figure 3.2 is that the transition
to undrained soil strength reduces end-bearing.

3.3

ANALYSIS

The following analysis evaluates the miniature-CPTu end-bearing, sleeve friction,
and pore pressure data to obtain analytical expressions capable of predicting the

peak magnitudes of end-bearing and sleeve friction as a function of drainage state
mediated through normalized pore pressure magnitudes. The derived relationships
use a total stress analysis within the framework of cavity expansion solutions using
constitutive equations expressed terms of total stresses to predict end-bearing
magnitudes. In particular cavity expansion solutions (Salgado et al. 1997; Yu and
Mitchell 1998) are utilized to examine the mechanical response adjacent to the
undrained expansion of either a spherical and/or cylindrical geometry cavity as a
model for the local response to penetrometer insertion. Friction sleeve stresses are
evaluated from Mohr-Coulomb shear strength models.

These expressions are then utilized to explore the changes in dimensionless CPTu
metrics with respect to both dimensionless penetration rate and permeability. Then
this information is used to evaluate, and revise, the previously derived expressions
for recovering permeability from CPTu metrics of Elsworth and Lee (2005).

3.3.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Stress equilibrium for the spherically symmetric cavity, with accommodation of
Mohr-Coulomb

failure,

enables

the

instantaneous

undrained

pore

pressure

distribution to be defined adjacent to the cavity of radius a , within a soil subject to
uniform initial total stress of ! o and initial pore pressure p o .

Inflation of the cavity results in the development of pore pressures above hydrostatic
surrounding the cone tip. Pore pressure change ! p generated by changes in total
maximum !" 1 and !" 3 principal stresses may be determined in terms of the pore
pressure coefficients A and B (Skempton 1954) as

! p = B !" 3 + B A(!" 1 # !" 3 )

(3.2)

The change in pore pressure is relative to an initial static pore pressure of magnitude

p o and the change in the intermediate principal stress !" 2 = !" 3 .

Final stress

( ! 1, ! 3 ) and pore pressure p are defined relative to initial magnitudes of the
isotropic total stress ( ! o ) and initial pore pressure ( p o ) as

! 1 = ! o " #! 1

(3.3)

! 3 = ! o " #! 3

(3.4)

p = po ! " p

(3.5)

with compressive stresses and pore fluid pressures defined as positive. Substituting
Eqs. (3.3) – (3.5) into Eq. (3.2) enables generated pore pressures to be defined in
terms of final total stresses as (Elsworth et al. 2006)

p = (p o ! B" o ) + B" 3 + BA(" 1 ! " 3 )

(3.6)

This defines the resulting pore fluid pressure relative to the induced total stresses
used in solving the stress equilibrium equation.

3.3.1.1 CONSTITUTIVE BEHAVIOR
The Mohr-Coulomb criterion may be defined in terms of maximum ! 1 ' and
minimum ! 3 ' principal effective stresses as

! 1 ' = N ! 3 '+ 2c N

(3.7)

where cohesion c and N indexes the frictional strength in terms of the frictional
coefficient ! as N = (1 + sin ! ) / (1 " sin ! ) .

Effective stresses are defined as

! i ' = ! i " # biot p , where the Biot coefficient ! biot is approximated as unity.
Substituting for effective stresses in the failure criterion of Eq. (3.7) gives strength in
terms of total stresses as

! 1 = N ! 3 + (1 " N )p + 2c N

(3.8)

The undrained pore pressures of Eq. (3.6) may be substituted into Eq. (3.8) to yield
the strength criterion defined in terms of total stresses as

#N + (1 " N )(1 " A)B %
#
%
& ! + $N " 1& (B! o " p o ) + 2c N
!1 = $
3
#1 " (1 " N )BA %
#1 " (1 " N )BA %
$
&
$
&

(3.9)

When B = 1 Eq. (3.9) reduces to

!1 = !3 +

(N " 1) (!

o

" p o + 2c N

1 " (1 " N )A

)

(3.10)

and with the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria ! 1 " ! 3 = 2S u the effective undrained
strength of the soil is defined as

Su =

1 # (N ! 1)(" vo ! u o ) + 2 c N &
%
(
('
2 %$
(1 ! (1 ! N )A)

(3.11)

When the soils are not undrained a new parameter B = (1 ! x)B , with B taken as
unity and x = !P /!Pmax , is introduced to index the degree of drainage. Eq. (3.9) is
recast to incorporate this new drainage index as an effective undrained soil strength
with as

$ (B + N(1 " B) " 1)# + (N " 1)(B # " u ) + 2 c N '
3
o
o
! =&
).
&%
)(
2(1 " (1 " N )B A)

(3.12)

Here ! is used to distinguish between the soil strength at undrained conditions
(equal to S u when x !1 ) and when the system is partially drained ( ! when x < 1 ).

The maximum principal stress ! 1 here is assumed equivalent to the radial stress ! r
of an expanding spherical cavity and through cavity expansion solutions is defined as

( )

!1 = !r = !o + 4

$
$G ' '
" & # 1 + ln & ) )
3 %
2
% " ((

(3.13)

the limiting stress magnitude at the cavity wall (Elsworth et al. 2006).

3.3.1.2 CALCULATED CONE END-BEARING
Undrained end-bearing magnitudes are calculated from spherical cavity expansion
solutions as

( 3 )" )+*1 + ln #%$ G " &(' ,.-

q t calc = ! o + 4

(3.14)

where

G=E

(2 (1 + v))

(3.15)

is the drained shear modulus with the elastic modulus, E , either measured or
estimated and Poisson’s ratio, v = 0.38 , taken as the middle value of the assumed
possible range ( ! = 0.25 " 0.5 ) of Poisson’s ratios based on the authors judgment.
Importantly, the selected value of Poisson’s ratio has little effect on the resulting
magnitudes obtained in the end-bearing and sleeve friction calculations.

End-bearing magnitudes calculated from Eq. (3.14) for dimensionless penetration
rates from 0.125 ! U D ! 92.5 , where the drainage index, x , values are recovered
from normalized u 2 magnitudes, are shown in Figure 3.2 compared with the
centrifuge test data.

As shown in Figure 3.2 q t

calc

performs well at tracing the

reduction in end-bearing magnitudes as drainage state (or penetration rate)
transitions from fully drained to undrained.

3.3.1.3 CALCULATED SLEEVE FRICTION
Measurement of the soil shearing resistance is through the friction sleeve located
behind the cone tip as shown in Figure 3.1. Friction sleeve magnitudes are estimated
from Mohr-Coulomb shear stress criterion as

f s calc = ! i = µ " n i + c

(3.16)

where the superscript i represents drainage state, µ is the overall coefficient of
i

friction, and ! n is the normal stress acting on the friction sleeve surface due to the
surrounding soil. The normal stress is assumed equivalent to the lateral effective
stress

! n i ' = ! v ' Ko

where

!vi '

is

the

effective

overburden

stress

and

K o = 1 ! sin(" ) is the lateral passive earth pressure coefficient, with ! = 30° the
peak angle of effective internal friction.

Lateral effective stress magnitudes are

calculated for the full transition from drained to undrained states through the
inclusion of the above defined drainage index x as

! n ' = ! v '(1 " x) K o

(3.17)

Sleeve friction measurements are conditioned by two frictional components, the
internal friction ! between the soil grains and the interfacial friction ! = 0.5 "
between the friction sleeve surface and the soil being penetrated, and are used to
calculate the overall coefficient of friction as (Durgunoglu and Mitchell 1975a;
Durgunoglu and Mitchell 1975b; Susila and Hryciw 2003)

µ = tan(! )

(3.18)

Substitution of Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) into Eq. (3.16) yields a single expression to
recover the sleeve friction magnitudes at the full transition from drained to
undrained penetration states as

f s calc = µ ! n i + c

(3.19)

Sleeve friction magnitudes calculated from Eq. (3.19) for dimensionless penetration
rates 0.125 ! U D ! 92.5 , where the drainage condition index x values are recovered
from normalized u 2 magnitudes, are shown in Figure 3.2 compared with the
centrifuge test data. As shown in Figure 3.2 the Eq. (3.19) performs well at tracking
the reduction in sleeve friction magnitudes as drainage state (or penetration state)
transitions from fully drained to undrained.

Verification on the undrained limit of f s is through the normally consolidated shear
strength ratio as ! / " vo ' = 0.185 for 100% kaolin (Randolph and Hope 2004) with

f s ! " resulting in f s ! 12 kPa at ! vo ' = 65 kPa which is approximately equivalent
to the observed undrained sleeve friction magnitude from data of f s ! 14 kPa .

3.3.1.4 DIMENSIONLESS CONE METRICS
CPTu metrics are recast in dimensionless form as normalized magnitudes of tip
resistance (Q t ), pore pressure ratio ( B q ), and friction ratio ( FR ) as

Q t = (q t ! " vo ) / " vo '

(

Bq = p ! p s

) (q

(

t

FR = f s q t ! " vo

! " vo

)

(3.20)

)

(3.21)
(3.22)

where ! v 0 is the initial in situ vertical stress, is the effective in situ stress, p s is the
in situ hydrostatic pore pressure, and ! v 0 ' is the effective in situ stress equal to

(! v 0 " p s ) .

Profiles of the dimensionless CPT metrics, with respect to dimensionless penetration
rate, are calculated from Eqs. (3.20)-(3.22) with end-bearing and sleeve friction
magnitudes calculated from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.19) respectively are shown in Figure
3.3.

3.3.2 ON-THE-FLY ANALYSIS
The on-the-fly method (Elsworth and Lee 2005) is based on dislocation models
(Elsworth 1990; Elsworth 1991; Elsworth 1993) and used to evaluate permeability
magnitudes from peak pore pressure magnitudes recorded at the u 2 location during

the constant rate advance of the penetrometer within saturated soils. The significant
advantage of this method over previous methods is that penetration arrest is not
required, a requirement for dissipation based methods (e.g. (Robertson et al. 1992)).
Advance of the penetrometer within a saturated soil results in the concurrent
generation and dissipation of pore pressures surrounding the cone tip, and can be
viewed as a constant strain-rate test (Burns and Mayne 1998). Where pore pressure
generation and dissipation are in equilibrium the drainage state is partially drained
and the permeability of the soil may be recovered by taking into account the
volumetric strain-rate of the soil and the peak magnitude of the induced pore
pressure.

This mechanism is encapsulated in the on-the-fly framework (Elsworth and Lee 2005;
Elsworth and Lee 2007) where the product Bq Qt yields the inverse of a dimensionless

(

permeability, K D = 4 K ! vo '

) (U a " ) , magnitude as

Bq Qt = ! / (1 + K D )"

w

(3.23)

where permeability ( K ), penetration rate (U ), penetrometer radius ( a ), and unit
weight of water ( ! w ) are normalizing parameters and (! , " ) are constants,
previously assumed as unity.

Prior efforts to validate the model have verified this relationship, albeit with limited
resolution due largely to the inability to properly constrain field data resulting from

uncertain constraints in field experiments.

Centrifuge test data now provide an

ability to examine this model with a homogeneous and well characterized soil deposit
at accurately prescribed and maintained penetration rates, which are essential for
targeting the desired drainage state of the penetrated soil.

The main relationship in the on-the-fly model couples B q ! Q t with K D , but has also
derived the framework to examine the potential to recover K D from couplings of

Q t ! Fr and Fr ! B q as

KD

KD

Bq !Qt

=

Qt !Fr

=

1
,
Bq Q t

(3.24)

1
#
Fr &
1
Q t %1 +
!
(
%$ Q t tan " '(

,

(3.25)

and

KD

Bq !Fr

=

1
Bq

# Fr
&
! 1 + Bq (
%
%$ tan "
('

(3.26)

(derived in Elsworth and Lee (2005) as Eqs. (10) and (11) respectively).

Figures 3.3(a)-(c) shows Eqs. (3.24)-(3.26) with contours for K D compared with the
newly obtained dimensionless end-bearing and sleeve friction data calculated for
dimensionless penetration rates 0.125 ! U D ! 92.5 . Dimensionless pore pressure

magnitudes were recovered by extrapolating !p /!p max values from an observational
best-fit curve shown in Figure 3.2. The newly obtained centrifuge data, sorted by
order of magnitude ranges in K D and are compared with the dimensionless
permeability magnitudes calculated from Eqs. (3.24)-(3.26) as shown in Figures
3.3(a)-(c).

These illustrate the mixed potential for applying current On-the-Fly

relationships to recover permeability magnitudes.

Figure 3.3(a), the correlation

between B q ! Q t and K D , is the only coupling to yield a positive correlation, albeit
with an apparent offset between the derived curves and the data.

The principal relationship of the On-the-Fly method is shown in Figure 3.4 and
compares the product B q Q t with K D expressed as

Bq Qt =

!
(1 + K D )"

(3.27)

with coefficients ( ! , " ) first assumed as unity and also shown as ! = 1.35 and

! = 5 found from an observational best-fit curve matching with centrifuge data
shown in Figure 3.4. The coefficient ! represents the upper limiting magnitude of

B q Q t and can be directly calculated from soil properties through the following
previously defined derivation (Elsworth and Lee 2007).
dimensionless pore pressure ratio magnitudes are calculated as

Undrained limits for

"G %
B q = ln $ '
#!&

(
"G % +
*1 + ln $ ' # ! & -,
*)

(3.28)

and end-bearing as

Qt =

#G & ,
4 ! )
+1 + ln % ( .
3 " vo ' +*
$ ! ' .-

(3.29)

and when combined yield

Bq Q t =

4 ! ) #G & ,
+ ln
.
3 " vo ' +* %$ ! (' .-

(3.30)

Applying the values, for our soil mixture, of drained shear modulus G = 483 kPa
and undrained shear stress ! = 21 kPa (calculated from Eq. (3.11)) with the initial
overburden effective stress ! vo ' = 65 kPa , (calculated value at 10 m-bgs) Eq. (4.26)
then reduces to B q Q t ! 1.35 = " , the undrained upper bound. The constant ! was
obtained from a hand-curve fit between the centrifuge data and the model using Eq.
(3.27). ! is anticipated to be a function of soil compressibility as inferred from a
comparison between the BqQt ! K D relationships expressed for two normally
consolidated soil mixtures, the 75-25% kaolin-fine sand mixture and 100% kaolin
data (Randolph and Hope 2004), as shown in Figure 3.5. Here an apparent offset
between the K D magnitudes of two soil mixtures at equivalent BqQt magnitudes is
indexed for the on-the-fly expression, Eq. (3.27), through varied ! magnitudes.

A final single equation to recover magnitudes of dimensionless permeability from
dimensionless CPT metrics can be found by rearrangement of Eq. (3.27) as

KD

Bq !Qt

" 1.35 %
=$
'
# Bq Q t &

(1/5)

!1

(3.31)

The relationship between B q ! Q t with K D expressed in Eq. (3.31) and shown in
Figure 3.6(a) illustrates a significantly better fit between the centrifuge data and the
calculated set of K D contours lines. From here it is now possible to evaluate the
remaining On-the-Fly relationships between FR ! Q t and FR ! B q with K D through
the following derivation. Sleeve friction is defined as

f s = ! n ' tan(" ) + c

(3.32)

with cohesion c initially assumed null and the effective horizontal stress may be
resolved as a function of hydrostatic pore pressure and penetration induced pore
pressure as

! n ' = (! v " p s ) " (p " p s )

(3.33)

Substitution of Eqs. (3.20)-(3.21) and (3.33) into Eq. (3.32) and rearranging and
simplifying yields

fs
(q t ! " v ')

=

(

)

# " '
p ! ps &
c
v
( tan() )
+%
!
(q t ! " v ') % (q t ! " v ') (q t ! " v ') (
$
'

and can be simplified to

(3.34)

"1
%
FR ! C D = $ ! B q ' tan(( )
$#Q t
'&

(3.35)

where C D = c / (q t ! " v ') , a dimensionless form of cohesion. To obtain the final
expressions linking cone metrics Bq ! FR and Qt ! FR with K D , the analysis assumes
c = 0 thus C D ! 0 , and couples Eq. (3.35) with Eq. (3.31) to yield

KD

Qt !Fr

)
,
+
.
+
1.35
.
=+
.
+ # 1 ! Q t FR & .
(
+ %$
tan(" ) ' .*

(1/5)
!1

(3.36)

the final expression for examining the potential to recover permeability magnitudes
from the coupling of dimensionless sleeve friction and end-bearing CPT metrics.
Similarly the expression linking permeability with dimensionless pore pressure and
sleeve friction is

KD

Bq !Fr

)
,
# F
&
r
= +1.35 %
+ 1( ! 1.
+*
.$ B q tan "
'

(1/5)

(3.37)

Eqs. (3.31) and (3.36)-(3.37) now provide the final equations to examine the
potential for recovering permeability magnitudes from dimensionless CPT metrics.
As shown in Figures 3.6(a)-(c) the new expressions for recovering permeability from
CPT metrics are far superior to the previously defined expressions as the curves
match very closely with the centrifuge data in both shape of the curves as well as
delineating the order-of-magnitude increases of the K D values.

The revised on-the-fly equations (Eqs. (3.31), (3.36), and (3.37)) intrinsically show
three relationships between the dimensionless CPTu metrics and K D which can be
simply expressed as Bq !Qt ! K D , Qt ! FR ! K D , and FR / Bq ! K D ; where K D and U D
are related through the expression K D = m v (! P U D ) . Figures 3.7 (a)-(c) illustrate
the underlying relationships present in the coupled CPT-metric data with respect to
both K D and U D showing this inverse relationship between penetration rate and
permeability as obtained through the on-the-fly expressions. Figure 3.7 (a) is the
main relationship of the on-the-fly expression between Bq !Qt ! K D and extended to
U D , showing how pore pressure magnitudes vary with respect to both permeability

and penetration rate. Here it is seen that low penetration rates yield low magnitudes
of pore pressure that increase near linearly until a plateau is reached at high
penetration rates, where the peak magnitude of pore pressure is controlled by the
undrained strength of the soil. This is due to induced pore pressures generated at
high U D values yielding sufficient pore pressure magnitudes to cause localized failure
of the soil surrounding the probe tip. The inverse is also present at low permeability
values, expressed as low K D ' s , where drainage is inhibited to a significant enough
degree that elevated peak magnitudes of pore pressure yield localized failure of the
soil.

Figures 3.7(b)-(c) are the inverse of Figure 3.7(a) and show the change in soil
strength as a function of both penetration rate and permeability. Shown here is that
soil strength is highly dependant upon the degree of drainage of the soil with respect

to the soil strain rate, mediated through either penetration rate or permeability.
Here it is shown that both the couplings of Qt FR and FR / Bq yield the highest soil
strengths at the lowest penetration rates, or alternately the highest permeability
values.

This is a result of fully drained penetration of the media where pore

pressures are not generated in sufficient magnitude to influence the soil strength.
The opposite is also observed at high penetration rates, or low permeabilities, where
soil strength is the lowest due to elevated pore pressures causing localized failure of
the media.

3.4

CONCLUSIONS

High resolution CPT metrics of pore pressure, end-bearing, and for the first time
sleeve friction are obtained from a miniature-CPT test using a geotechnical
centrifuge.

The experiments were conducted on a homogeneous sample of 75

percent kaolin with 25 percent fine sand, by weight, with a normally consolidated
stress history.

The obtained data set was utilized to further derive and validate

expressions to define the magnitudes of q t and f s as a function of the soil drainage
state, indexed through a drainage state parameter. These expressions are then used
to recover the trends of dimensionless CPT metrics with respect to dimensionless
penetration rate and used in the evaluation of “on-the-fly” method for recovering
permeability magnitudes directly from CPTu metrics during continuous penetration.

This analysis resulted in confirmation of the previously derived link between B q ! Q t
and K D in a revised form as Bq !Qt = ! / (1 + K D ) " .

At the undrained limit, where

K D ! 0 , ! defines the peak magnitude of B q !Qt = ( 4 3) ( S u / ! v ') ln ( G S u ) , also

defined as ! = " P / # v ' . This limit describes the magnitude of induced fluid pressure
required to fail the soil in the localized zone immediately adjacent to the cone tip.
The constant ! was obtained from a hand-fit with the centrifuge data and the onthe-fly expression, and is suspected to be a composite function of soil compressibility
and diffusivity as shown through a comparison between the 75-25% kaolin-sand
mixture and a 100% kaolin sample, with respective ! values of 5 and 25.

Final relationships are re-derived and modified for the On-The-Fly method and now
show the potential for recovering permeability from all three groupings of CPT
metrics. Previously only B q ! Q t yielded potential to recover K D and thus K . The
addition of the well constrained sleeve friction data with the end-bearing and pore
pressure now allow for a more controlled and rigorous validation of the on-the-fly
expressions. This new data provided the ability to link both end-bearing and pore
pressure with sleeve friction to yield the additional two expressions linking with K D .
In addition to providing data for the refinement, development, and validation for the
on-the-fly expressions, observation of the centrifuge data clearly shows that drainage
state is a very influential in mediating the peak magnitudes of the CPT metrics.
Drainage state is shown to influence the CPT metrics, as elevated pore pressures

reduce effective stress magnitudes, thus causing a net reduction in contact stress
between soil grains and yielding an overall reduction in soil strength. For CPT-data
to be used accurately in geotechnical designs it is important to establish the drainage
state of the sounding data to be able to recover the drained strength of the soil.
This also alludes to the influence that penetration rate also has on the magnitudes of
the CPT data.
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a = 5.0 mm
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(fs)
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(u2)
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End-Bearing
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Figure 3.1 - Schematic showing locations of end-bearing, sleeve friction, and pore pressure
measurement, geometry, and dimensions of mini-CPT probe.
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Figures 3.2(a)-(c) - Plots of normalized magnitudes of typical piezocone metrics of (a) qt
/qt netmax, (b) fs / fs max, and (c) u2 /u2 max versus UD. These plots show the relative change
in magnitude of each metric as a function of penetration rate, or alternately and more
importantly drainage condition. As a full transition from drained to undrained conditions
was attained.
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Figures 3.3(a)-(c) - On-the-Fly relationships, calculated from Eqs. (27-29), for recovering
permeability magnitudes from couplings of CPT metrics (a) Bq - Qt, (b) Fr - Qt, and (c)
Bq - Fr contoured for KD. The calculated curves are compared against independantly
obtained KD data contoured for discrete ranges.
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Figure 3.4 - Plots of KD evaluated from the coupled on-the-fly relationship of Bq Qt =
α/(1+KD)β where α and β are first shown as unity and then shown as α = 1.35 and β =
5 found by best fit curve matching of the 75% kaolin - 25% fine sand centrifuge data.
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Figure 3.5 - Traces of two normally consolidated soil mixtures 75-25%
kaolin-fine sand (new data) and 100% kaolin (Randolph and Hope
(2004)) expressing the BqQt - KD relationship compared versus the
on-the-fly curves calculated for differing β values.
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Figures 3.6 (a)-(c) - Revised On-the-Fly relationships, calculated from Eqs. (31) and
(38-39), for recovering permeability magnitudes from couplings of CPT metrics (a) pore
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curves are compared against independently obtained dimensionless permeability data
contoured for discrete ranges.
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4

ANALYSIS FOR A VARIABLE RATE PENETROMETER – SCANNING DRAINAGE STATES

TO

BETTER RECOVER SOIL BEHAVIOR IN THE PARTIAL DRAINAGE TRANSITION
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Direct-push profiling methods for recovery of fluid and transport properties of saturated
aquifers are generally conducted at steady penetration rates and typically measure the
strain-dependent generation and concurrent dissipation of pore fluid pressure in concert
with soil strength magnitudes.

The couplings of these parameters are useful in

evaluating subsurface stratigraphy for use in geotechnical and geo-environmental
applications, such as the remediation of contaminated soils.

Constant rate penetration tests yield strain-induced pore pressure fields that evolve to
steady-state and advance with the probe tip through out the entire sounding.
Variations of the recorded fluid pressure at various points on the penetrometer (tip,
shoulder, and behind the shoulder) are then linked to variations in fluid transport and
mechanical properties across the depth of the sounding. Where a suitable number of
soundings can be performed and coordinated, a 3-dimensional “image” of the subsurface
and then be obtained and will detail potential pathways for contaminant migration.
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The evolving pore pressure field for constant rate penetration will attain a stable “net”
magnitude when diffusivity of the soil is (near) constant with depth.

Soil strength

magnitudes measured using CPT are greatly dependant upon the degree of drainage of
the soil surrounding the advancing probe tip which is directly a function of soil
diffusivity magnitudes with respect to penetration strain rate.

Where diffusivity

magnitudes are large with respect to strain rate the induced pore pressure field
approaches null and the measured magnitudes of soil strength are equivalent to the
“drained strength” as examined soil elements are considered to be freely drained. The
alternate is when diffusivity magnitudes are small with respect the strain induced pore
pressure field in which high excess pore pressure fields are present and cause a reduction
in the obtained soil strength measurement due to the decrease of effective stress.

Constant penetration rates within a soil of constant diffusivity do not lend themselves
to the knowledge of drained or undrained soil strength as only a single (or narrow
range) of net pore pressures and soil strength magnitudes will be obtained. To this end
a new procedure for evaluating the drainage state of soil is proposed here. This analysis
examines the potential of CPTu testing at variable-rates to scan the full range of soil
behavior, from drained to undrained, in a single sounding. Penetration may be
conducted at rates to either (i) scan this transition from drained to undrained by
1
2

oscillating penetration rates as U = U nominal (1 + sin(2!"t)) or (ii) to examine the
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reversed strain fields present during partial withdrawal of the penetrometer as
1
U = U nominal (sin(2!"t)) . The former case, (i), is examined here.
2

4.2

ANALYSIS OF FLUID PRESSURES IN AN ADVECTING FLOW-FIELD

Prior results have represented the evolution of the pore pressure field by injecting an
equivalent volume of fluid into the flowing stream of soil as it moves past the
penetrometer tip. This fluid injection rate corresponds to the insertion rate of the
penetrometer and the solution can be shown to be equivalent to models represented by a
moving point dislocation (Elsworth 1991). This method has been applied to both
infinitesimal (Elsworth 1998) and finite size (Elsworth and Lee 2007) penetrometers
where the distribution of fluid injection around the boundary is prescribed by the local
geometry. In this work, we extend this approach to distribute the injected volume
throughout the tip process zone; the injected fluid volume is defined by the tip-local
failure mechanism. This yields a more accurate representation of the evolving pore
pressure field local to the tip, and allows an analysis of penetration rate effects.
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4.2.1 FLUID PRESSURE FIELD
For this distributed source, the evolving pore pressure field may be represented by the
governing equation for fluid flow within an advecting medium (Fitzgerald and Elsworth
2009),

mv

!p
!p
! ki !p
+ mv vi
"
+Q = 0
!t
!xi
!xi µ !xi

(4.1)

where Q is a distributed flux within the body (not a boundary flux), with units of
volume injected, per unit volume, per unit time (i.e. s !1 ). The material has a volume
compressibility, mv , permeability, k , local velocity, vi , and the fluid exists at pressure,
p , and viscosity, µ . The coordinates are xi , and the behavior evolves over time, t . For

the moving reference frame, the distributed flux may be defined by an apparent volume
strain, !v , given by,

Q=

D!v
Dt

=

!!v
!t

+ vi

!!v
!xi

.

(4.2)

Noting that for drained loading under constant total stresses, and where mv represents
the volumetric response as mv = 1 / K where K is the drained bulk modulus, then

!v =

1 u
p = mv p u
K

(4.3)
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Substituting equation (4.3) into equation (4.2), the result into equation (4.1), and
recasting in non-dimensional form by multiplying by a /U , where a is penetrometer
radius and U is penetrometer velocity, yields the dimensionless expression
!PD
!tD

v !P
! !PD
+ UD( i ) D "
+ QD = 0
U !x D
!x D !x D

(4.4)

noted in compact form for all dimensions xi and with the steady form of the source
function, QD , defined as

QD =

v !(mv p u )
v !(P u D )
1 !(mv p u )
1 !(P u D )
+( i)
=
+( i)
U D !tD
U
!x D
U D !tD
U !x D

(4.5)

The remaining terms are of non-dimensional pressure, PD ,

PD =

ki (p ! ps )
µ

Ua

(4.6)

non-dimensional penetration rate, U D ,
UD =

Ua
Cv

(4.7)

non-dimensional time, TD ,

TD =

Cv t
a2

(4.8)

and for a non-dimensional coordinate system, x D ,

x D = xi / a

(4.9)
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The dimensionless pressure is defined in terms of the static pressure, ps , and measured
pressure, p , and the penetrometer velocity v1 = U and with a normalizing length
defined by the penetrometer radius, a . Similarly, non-dimensional penetration rate and
diffusive time are conditioned by consolidation coefficient C v which is in turn a function
of permeability and coefficient of volume compressibility as k = C v mv .

For a penetration rate oscillating between the nominal rate and zero is given as
1
U = U nominal (1 + sin(2!wt)) where w is the oscillation frequency.
2

In terms of the

dimensionless variables of equations (4.7) and (4.8) this defines the non-dimensional
penetration rate as
U D = U D MAX (1 + sin(2!WD U D TD ))

(4.10)

where the non-dimensional frequency is WD = a w /U . For standard penetration at
U = 2cm / s and a standard cone radius of 1.78cm , WD represent the number of velocity

oscillation cycles completed while the cone is advanced by one radius. The product
U D TD is equivalent to the number or cone radii the penetrometer travels ( L / a ) in the

time interval TD . The number of cone radii the cone must be advanced to reach a
dynamic steady state is of the order of U D TD = L / a ~ 20 .
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Similarly, the boundary conditions may be cast in non-dimensional form, as,

Qb D = !

"PD
"x D

v
+ U D ( i )PD ;
U

PD = PDdefined

(4.11)

where Qb D = qi /U .

Additionally, if the magnitude of the volumetric source term, mv pu , may be determined,
then the evolving pressure distribution in the moving reference frame may also be
recovered. This pressure distribution must satisfy two end-member conditions: it must
return the initial undrained prescribed pressure distribution at high penetration rates,
and must approach zero induced pressure as the penetration rate approaches zero
(drained loading). An alternate and separate requirement is that fluid mass must be
conserved, and the fluid volume “injected” into the flowing soil mass must be equivalent
to the volume rate of penetrometer insertion.

4.2.2 SOIL FLOW-FIELD
Separate from the pressure diffusion equation, the overall flow-field of the fluidsaturated solid mixture must be defined. The momentum balance and continuity
equations for the flow of an incompressible fluid are:
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!s

!vi
!t

+ !svi

!vi
!xi

= !s g

!xi
!x

"

!P
! !vi
+ µs
!xi
!xi !xi

(4.12)

and
!vi
!xi

(4.13)

=0

and are applied with the appropriate boundary conditions. The incompressible soil has a
mean density of !s and viscosity µs . Importantly, the fluid pressure driving flow is the
1

reduced fluid pressure P = (!11 + !22 + !33 ) , and is used to condition flow at the desired
3

velocity past the probe, in the far-field.

For typical anticipated velocities, the

convective accelerations and body forces are small in comparison to viscous effects, and
the system may be adequately represented by steady Stokes flow with !P = µ!2v and
! " v = 0 . This yields directly, for arbitrary penetrometer geometries, a flow field for an

incompressible fluid which is analogous to that used in strain path models. The flow is
assumed incompressible, even though consolidation and local fluid exchange will occur.
Since this model for soil-flow is used only to prescribe the flow vectors for the migrating
consolidation equation (equation (4.4)), this effect is anticipated to be minor.
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4.2.3 FINITE-ELEMENT FRAMEWORK
The equations for Stokes flow and for Darcy transport within an advecting porous
medium are solved in standard finite-element format (Comsol Multiphysics, Version 3.4)
for a 2-dimensional axisymmetric mesh centered about the cone. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the geometry and the applied mesh density.

The portion of the geometry near the

probe comprises a finely refined mesh with a minimum element size of ~ 9!10"6 of the
probe radius. The mesh on the interior boundary is an order of magnitude more dense
than the far field (a total of 261 elements contrasting the 15 elements on the far-field
boundary). The mesh comprises 3,821 triangular quadratic elements comprising 25,859
degrees of freedom. For Stokes flow, the tip and shaft boundary, together with the
parallel far field boundary are defined by slip conditions. The soil influx and efflux
boundaries are defined as pressure boundaries, and the resulting flow velocities indexed
to the required average far-field velocity by adjusting the ratio of the pressure drop to
the assigned viscosity of the flowing medium. For the Darcy flow problem, the vertical
boundaries are prescribed as zero flux boundaries. The inflow boundary is prescribed as
zero induced excess pressure, and the efflux boundary is a convective flux condition. The
local flow velocities recovered from the Stokes solution are applied spatially to the
Darcy flow geometry.
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4.2.4 FINITE-ELEMENT OUTPUT
The finite element simulations calculated dimensionless magnitudes of penetration
induced pore pressure ( PD ) with respect to dimensionless time (TD ).
penetration rates (U D ) were then obtained using eq. (4.10).

Dimensionless

A comparison of the

oscillating pressure response with oscillations in penetration rate is shown in Figure 4.2
and illustrates the phase lag that occurs between pore pressure generation/dissipation
and the applied strain rate (U D ) as a function of TD . This phase lag is better viewed in
PD - U D space in Figure 4.3 as the off-phase pressure trend forms hysteresis loops

attributed to storage effects within the soil bulk matrix, detailed later.

4.2.5 PARAMETRIC EVALUATION
The evolution and subsequent steady-state peak magnitudes of the pore pressure field
were examined parametrically to investigate the inter-relationships between soil strength
moduli (G / Su ), dimensionless penetration rates (U D ), and dimensionless penetration
rate oscillation frequency (WD ).

Soil strength modulli were selected to yield soil strength magnitudes from very stiff to
very soft (G / Su = 10, 100, and 1000 ), with dimensionless penetration rates scanning the
full transition from drained to undrained as U D = 1 , 10 , and 100 .

Oscillation
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frequencies were selected to provide resolution across three orders of magnitudes as
WD = 0.1 , 1.0 , and 10 , and investigated the effects of longer penetration stroke (advance

distance) between cycles. The inter-relationships are investigated through finite element
analysis and expressed PD magnitudes as a function of U D . An expose of the calculated
fluid pressure responses is shown in Figure 4.4.

4.3

ANALYSIS

The parametric analysis revealed three general trends evident in Figure 4.4; (i) as
dimensionless penetrate rate increases the peak magnitudes of pore pressure increase for
all variations of G / Su and WD , (ii) as G / Su magnitudes increase there is a reduction
of peak magnitudes of PD , and (iii) increases in WD magnitudes result in the general
collapse of the PD hysteresis loops.

The following section presents an analysis to

examine these trends.

4.3.1 INFLUENCE OF DIMENSIONLESS PENETRATION RATE
Dimensionless penetration rate ( U D ) is in essence a measure of strain rate ( U a )
normalized by diffusivity (C v ) and provides a means to index the drainage state during
penetration. Prior work, (Fitzgerald et al. 2009; Randolph and Hope 2004), has shown
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that at low magnitudes, U D ! 1 , penetration is essentially drained where the rate at
which the pore space is decreasing is significantly less then the rate at which the pore
fluid can migrate outside of the elemental volume under the minor pressure gradients
generated there. This effect results in very low measured pore pressures at the probe
surface, in this case the shoulder position ( u2 ).

Figure 4.4 shows this trend for all

panels where U D = 1 by the mostly horizontal trend of pressure generation, PD , with
respect to U D magnitudes. This is true irrespective of soil strength moduli, G / Su , or
oscillation frequency, WD . The alternate end of this response occurs at U D = 100 where
the drainage state is considered to be undrained, resulting from the relatively quick rate
at which pore space is being reduced with respect to the rate at which the fluid can
migrate from within the compressing soil element resulting in large peak magnitudes of
pore pressure.

Figure 4.5 shows this response for normalized magnitudes of pore

pressure across 4 orders of magnitude increase of U D from U D = 1 to 1000 , and
compared with steady state pore pressure values, calculated for G / Su = 1000 , for the
full range.

Knowledge of the current drainage state is very important in using the data obtained
from direct-push tests as it is shown that soil strength parameters, measured using
direct-push methods, are highly dependent upon the excess pore pressures induced
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within the tip-local process zone where the strength measurements are being made,
explained in detail throughout the previous chapter.

4.3.2 INFLUENCE OF SOIL STRENGTH MODULI
Soil strength moduli G / Su magnitudes are a parameter to evaluate the stiffness (or
rigidity) of soil and are a combination of the shear modulus (G ) and the undrained
strength ( Su ). Visual observation of the G / Su trends occurring in each panel of Figure
4.4 show a decrease in PD peak magnitudes as G / Su values increase.

Since this

analysis is conducted on not a particular soil type, but rather a numerical model we
must first discuss the impact of changing G / Su magnitudes within the model. For this
analysis magnitudes of G can be directly linked with other intrinsic soil properties, C v
and K , and thus G magnitudes were “fixed” through the following procedure. This is
necessary as U D is also a function of C v . Shear modulus is a parameter that describes
the compressive nature of the poro-elastic material as

G=

E
2 (1 + v)

(4.14)

where the elastic modulus is defined as

E = 1 / mv

(4.15)
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with mv , the skeletal compressibility of the bulk soil matrix. Skeletal compressibility
may also be defined as a function of permeability ( K ), diffusivity (C v ), and specific
weight of water ( !w ) as

mv =

K
C v !w

(4.16)

Substitution of eq. (4.16) into eq. (4.15) and then into (4.14) allows the shear moduli
values

to

be

correlated

with

dimensionless

magnitudes

of

penetration

rate

(U D = U a / C v ) by prescription of the same C v magnitudes as

G=

C v !w
2(1 + v)K

(4.17)

Where G is explicitly defined through intrinsic soil parameters, the resulting Su
magnitudes may be obtained as
C v !w
G
1
=
!
Su
2(1 + v)K Su

(4.18)

with Poisson’s ratio taken as v = 0.5 , for undrained state, and rearrangement as

Su =

C v !w
6 K (G / Su)

(4.19)
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The parametric evaluation prescribed fixed values of G / Su representing order of
magnitudes increases from 10 to 1000, which with consideration of eq. (4.19) really
dictate changes in the undrained strength of the soil.

The “soil” within the finite-element model was designated as homogeneous, allowing
magnitudes of C v and K to be assigned as single values. Taking this into consideration
irrespective of the choice of C v and K it is shown that increasing magnitudes of G / Su
really result in decreased magnitudes of Su and thus larger peak magnitudes of induced
pore pressure. The physical explanation of this is that the larger the undrained strength
of the soil the greater the magnitude of pore pressure that the soil element can
withstand prior to failure. Using concepts of effective stress and assuming drainage is
inhibited what is physically occurring is that as the applied load of the penetrometer is
transferred from the probe to the soil element, the soil element begins to compress and
at instantaneous time ( !t very small) the applied load is then carried by the pore fluid
causing a localized pressure gradient. This pressure gradient reacts against the surface
of the discrete soil grains causing a reduction in the contact stress (normal stress)
between the grains and the grains then have the ability to move and shift with respect
to each other (failure). At high magnitudes of undrained strength the soil element is
able to withstand a higher magnitude of pore fluid pressure before the grains begin to
shift.

The opposite is true for low undrained strengths, the soil element cannot
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withstand large applied loads before the soil grains shift and the element is considered
to have failed.

This physical representation can be visually observed in Figure 4.6

where three pore pressure fields are shown for G / Su = 10 , 100, and 1000, shown for the
undrained limit of U D = 100 .

The relative size of the induced pore pressure field is shown to increase with either
increase of G / Su or more correctly decrease of Su . The physical mechanics here is that
the lower the undrained strength magnitude, within the same soil type, the greater the
area of influence, or more specifically the larger the resulting pore pressure field is. This
can be quantified through the following expression for the diameter (d ) of the plastic
zone defined as (Yu 2000)
1/3
d = a (G / Su)( )

(4.20)

derived from spherical cavity expansion solutions, for an elastic-perfectly plastic
material.

For the three soil strength moduli, the diameters of the plastic region

surrounding a standard penetrometer tip are 0.038m for G / Su = 10 , 0.083m for
G / Su = 100 , and 0.178m for G / Su = 1000 , which are consistent with the observed

numerical results.
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This response is shown in greater detail in Figure 4.7 where peak pore pressure
magnitudes are shown for both dimensionless ( PD - U D space) and the dimensional
( (P ! Ps ) -U space) magnitudes as a function of penetration rate, as calculated for the
probe shoulder position. A visual comparison of these two plots show that as G / Su
increase, the resulting dimensionless and dimensionless pore pressure magnitudes
decrease. In addition the hysteresis loops evident at low G / Su magnitudes begin to
collapse to a single line as G / Su increases. This is a direct result of pore fluid pressure
being generated over a larger area thus causing the actual pressure to be less as shown
by the following derivation.

Dimensionless fluid pressures may be defined with respect to G / Su as undrained limits
of induced pore pressure, at the failure limit, are derived as (Elsworth and Lee 2007)
"4%
"G %
(P ! Ps ) = $$ ''' Su ln $$ '''
$# 3 '&
$# Su '&

(4.21)

with eq. (4.19) substituted into eq. (4.21) and with prescribed G / Su values as
%' " G %
" 4 %" Cv !w
' ln $ ''
(P ! Ps ) = $$ '''$$$
$# 3 '&$# 6 K (G / Su) '''& $$# Su ''&

(4.22)
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For comparison, eq. (4.22) is calculated using C v = 1x10!6 m2 /s and K = 1x10!8 m/s
resulting in (P ! Ps ) = 501 kPa , 100 kPa , and 15 kPa for G / Su = 10 , 100 , and 1000 ,
respectively.

4.3.3

INFLUENCE OF PENETRATION RATE OSCILLATION FREQUENCY

Penetration rate oscillation frequency controls the length of time, either dimensionless or
dimensional,

required

for

one

complete

cycle

of

penetration

rate,

U D = 0 ! U D Max ! U D = 0 to occur. This dictates the time and length of stroke ( L ) of

the penetrometer performed in one complete cycle.

Where U D MAX values are held

constant increasing WD decreases the peak magnitudes of PD by a proportional amount
as shown in Figure 4.8 where both soil strength moduli (G / Su = 100 ) and maximum
penetration rate (U D MAX = 10 ) are held constant. The other trend observed here is that
as WD values increase the hysteresis loop collapses to a single line, apparent at WD = 10 .
This is supported by the physical explanation that as stroke length decreases the pore
fluid pressure is generated within a smaller volume of soil surrounding the probe tip and
the time required for diffusion to background pressures is reduced.

High oscillation

frequencies tend towards steady state values where storage effects are limited.
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Table 4.1 summarizes the length of time required for one complete cycle of U D and
provides dimensionless times for couplings of U D MAX and WD . These TD magnitudes are
then dimensionalized using C v = 1x10!6 m2 /s and the radius of a standard penetrometer,
a = 0.0178 m to provide magnitudes of dimensional time ( t ) and L for each coupling.

Of note here is that L is independent of C v shown through the following derivation

TD =

t Cv
a2

=

t Cv
a a

(4.23)

with dimensionless penetration rate rearranged as

UD
U

=

a
Cv

(4.24)

Substitution of eq. (4.24) into eq. (4.23) and with L = U t allows for the stroke length to
be defined, independent of C v , as

L = TD U D a

(4.25)

Eq. (4.25) coupled with TD values of Table 4.1, and assuming a standard penetrometer
is used, the resulting lengths defined for one cycle range from ~200mm (0.178m) for
WD = 0.1 to 2mm for WD = 10 .

Steady state pressure response is obtained at

20a = ~ 360 mm , as shown previously, thus the number of cycles to reach steady state

ranges from ~2 for WD = 0.1 to 180 for WD = 10 . Typical CPT rods are approximately
1000mm in length, thus steady state conditions will occur at approximately 1/3 of a rod
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leaving 2/3’s of each rod for obtaining data at steady state conditions, prior to halting
penetration for rod changes.

4.3.4 CORRELATION WITH PERMEABILITY MAGNITUDES
Relationships to recover permeability magnitudes from the resulting PD -U D curves are
examined through the following. Dimensionless pressure, as defined in eq. (4.6), may be
recast as

"µ%
(P ! Ps ) = PD U a $$$ '''
$# ki '&

(4.26)

and with K µ = ki !w substituted into eq. (4.26), an expression to recover net pore
pressure values based on PD values, obtained from the finite-element analysis calculated
at discrete permeability magnitudes, is defined as
"a ! %
(P ! Ps ) = $$$ w ''' PD U
$# K '&

(4.27)

Eq. (4.27) is shown graphically in Figure 4.9 for selected K values ranging from
K = 1x10!5 m/s to 1x10!9 m/s , representing soils ranging from fairly clean sands to silty

clays.

These calculated pore pressure traces shown in Figure 4.9 represent the pore

pressure increase over a penetration rate increase of three orders of magnitude from
U = 0.1 mm/s to 10 mm/s . Of important note here is that each trace is calculated from
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steady state hysteresis loops and show the potential to recover unique magnitudes of
permeability from variable rate CPT soundings.

4.4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An analysis for variable rate penetration has been shown to yield the potential to scan
the full range of drainage states from, drained (U D = 1 ) to undrained (U D = 100 ), and
examine the development of pore pressure trends as a function of soil strength moduli
(G / Su ), penetration rate (U D ), and oscillation frequency (WD ). These three parameter
were examined through a parametric study to examine the influence of each parameter
upon the resultant pore pressure trends.

Variations in soil strength moduli examined the undrained strength of the soil prior to
undrained failure and returned pore pressure magnitudes that decreased as G / Su
values increased or alternately as Su values decreased. This finding was supported by
visually through examination of the finite element analysis, and also through cavity
expansion solutions developed for undrained failure of an inflated spherical cavity
expanded within and infinite medium. Also determined was that as undrained strength
decreases the area of influence surrounding the advancing probe tip increases.
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Penetration rate has the effect of biasing the competition between strain induced pore
pressure generation and dissipation.

Observations here are that as penetration rate

increases the resulting pore pressure increases proportionally.

This portion of the

analysis is particularly important as penetration rate with respect to diffusivity values
controls where the obtained soil strength data is indicitative of drained conditions in
which soil strength has been shown to be at a maximum or undrained conditions where
soil strength is shown to be at a minimum in previous work. Control of this parameter
allows for the scanning of the entire range of drainage state.

Oscillation frequency (WD ) controls the stroke length that the penetrometer travels
during one cycle of penetration rate from U D = 0 ! U D MAX ! U D = 0 . Low magnitudes
of WD result in hysteresis loops where the path of (P ! Ps ) with respect to U during the
increasing velocity stage is different from the path during the decreasing velocity stage.
This hysteresis loop begins to collapse to a single line as WD increase and is due to the
decreasing stroke length, which has the effect of generating pore pressures with in a
smaller volume of soil that require less time to dissipation to background levels. For
instance, considering a standard CPT probe, at WD = 0.1 the stroke length is equivalent
to 17.8 cm where as for WD = 10 the stroke length is equivalent to 0.2 cm . A difference
of nearly 90 times.
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An interesting note from this analysis is that stroke length is independent of U D and
depends only on WD , as L = TD WD a , where a , the penetrometer radius is typically
constant for all penetrometers in use. A second point of interest here is that steady
state pore pressure magnitudes are developed at a distance of ~ 20a , thus considering a
standard penetrometer geometry and rod length means that the first 1/3 of each rod is
utilized to attain steady state conditions leaving the remaining 2/3’s for data collection.
A third point of interest is that soil strength magnitudes G / Su determine the radius of
influence for the developed pore pressure fields surrounding the advancing penetrometer.
The diameter of this influenced area is calculated as d = a (G / Su)(1/3) and with
comparison to the oscillation frequency will indicate whether the selected oscillation
frequency is suitable for the particular soil type under evaluation. Notable concern is
when G / Su = 10 and WD = 0.1 , ( d = 3.8 cm and L = 17.8 cm ).

This combination does

not provide an adequate coverage of the soil and resulting in large gaps of soil that are
not examined for drainage states covering drained to undrained. This is also true for
G / Su = 100 and WD = 0.1 , ( d = 8.3 cm and L = 17.8 cm ).

All other combinations

appear to yield sufficient coverage.

An analysis was also presented to recover permeability magnitudes from the pore
pressure fields obtained from the oscillating penetration rate. This analysis showed that
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unique permeability traces were obtained using the penetration rate and pore pressure
data coupled with the dimensionless magnitudes of pore pressure obtained through the
finite-element analysis.

This provides support for the ability to use this oscillating

penetration rate program for scanning soils to recover fluid transport properties
(permeability) and potentially CPT end-bearing magnitudes as well.

This analysis is the first step in supporting this study and will benefit greatly from a
detailed laboratory study conducted using centrifuge techniques on a variety of
manufactured soil samples ranging from 100% kaolin to 100% fine sand. Variation of
the sand content will result in changing the soil stiffness magnitudes as well as the
drainage characteristics.

4.5
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Table 4.1 - Summary of ∆TD’s for 1 cycle of UD
UDMAX

WD

∆TD

∆ time

Length

1
10
100

1
10
100

0.1
0.1
0.1

1.0
1.0
1.0

10
1.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
0.01

3170
317
32

0.178
0.178
0.178

1
10
100

10
10
10

0.1
0.01
0.001

32
3.2
0.32

0.002
0.002
0.002

(-)

(-)

Cv=1x10-6 (m2/s)

(-)

(sec)

317
32
3.2

(m)

0.018
0.018
0.018

a = 0.0178 (m)

Table 4.1 – Table of dimensionless (TD) times required for one cycle of penetration rate
at unique selections of UDMAX and WD. The resulting ∆TD values are then dimensionalized to yield magnitudes of dimensional time (∆t ) and stroke length for constant values
of diffusivity (Cv = 1x10-6 m2/s) and probe radius (a = 0.0178m) for a cone with 10cm2
cross-sectional area.
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Pore
Pressure
Measurement
(u2)

Dimensionless
Penetation Rate, UD
Figure 4.1 – Finite-element analysis geometry showing the probes pore pressure measurement location and “soil flow direction”. The spatial variation of mesh density is
also shown with high mesh density near the probe tip face with respect to the lower
density mesh of the far field boundaries.
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Figure 4.2 – Traces of normalized pore pressure (∆P/∆Pmax) and dimensionless penetration rate (UD) with respect to dimensionless time (TD) showing the phase lag that occurs
between the induced pressure response and penetration rate which is attributed to
storage effects within the tip-local bulk matrix of the soil.
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Figure 4.3 – Trace of PD as a function of UD showing the non-linear build-up and
subsequent dissipation of the induced pore pressure field as penetration rate first increases
to UDMAX then decreases to zero.
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Figure 4.4 – Parametric evaluation of dimensionless penetration induced pore pressure
(PD) with respect to dimensionless penetration rate (UD) for a two orders of magnitude
increase in UD from fully drained (UD = 1) to fully undrained (UD = 100) drainage state
and for a two orders of magnitude increase in penetration oscillation frequency (WD) from
WD = 0.1 to WD = 10. Of important note here is the influence that both UD and WD have
on calculated PD magnitudes.
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Figure 4.5 – Traces of normalized penetration induced pore pressure (∆P/∆Pmax) with
respect to instantaneous magnitudes of dimensionless penetration rate (UD) for a soil bulk
matrix compressibility of G/Su = 1000. The four unique traces show the influence of
UDMAX on the magnitudes of ∆P/∆Pmax and illustrate the attainment, or near attainment,
of steady state values represented by the solid bounding curve. The “gaining” hysteresis
loops, prominent in the low UD range, are a function storage effects within the soil matrix
and represents the transition to steady state pore pressure values as penetration length (l)
approaches 20x the penetrometer radius (a).
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Figure 4.6 – Traces of pore pressure trends with respect to penetration rate showing the
influence a three orders of magnitude increase of soil bulk compressibility, G/Su = 10, 100,
1000, on dimensionless (a) PD - UD and dimensional (b) (P-Ps) - U pore pressure to penetration rate relationships calculated for UDMAX and WD = 0.1. These traces show the
relative “collapse” of the hysteresis pressure loop as soil bulk compressibility increases.
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Figure 4.7 – Traces of pore pressure trends with respect to penetration rate showing the
influence a three orders of magnitude increase of penetration rate oscillation frequency,
WD = 0.1, 1.0, 10, on dimensionless (a) PD - UD and dimensional (b) (P-Ps) - U pore
pressure to penetration rate relationships calculated for UDMAX = 10 and G/Su = 100.
These traces show the relative “collapse” of the hysteresis pressure loop as penetration
rate oscillation frequency increases.
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Figure 4.8 – Contour plots showing the relative size of the penetration induced pore
pressure fields over a three orders of magnitude increase in soil bulk compressibility for
G/Su = 10, 100, 1000 calculated at UDMAX and WD = 1.0. As shown the influence zone is
considerably larger for each order of magnitude incremental increase in soil stiffness due
to the relatively lower soil strength of the soil at higher G/Su’s where the magnitude of
shear modulus (G) is constant.
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magnitude increase in penetration rate (U). Each permeability trace shown here is
calculated from a steady state pore pressure hysteresis loop and shows the potential
ability to recover unique magnitudes of permeability from variable rate CPTu soundings.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this dissertation focuses on the influence that drainage state has
on the magnitude of mechanical and fluid transport properties of soils as measured using
direct-push methods (HPT and CPT). Through out it is shown that drainage state is a
function of the rate at which the soil immediately in front of the advancing cone tip is
being strained due to the advancing cone tip normalized by the diffusion rate of the
induced pore fluid pressure through the surrounding soils. The compression of the soil is
moderated by the elastic properties of the soil such as skeletal compressibility and
intrinsic properties of the soil such as grain size or shape in addition to orientation
control the amount of strain that occurs to a soil element. Strain of the soil element is
taken to be only a reduction of pore space of the bulk structure as the bulk
compressibility is significantly less than that of the discrete soil grains. This allows for
a known volume of water to be “produced”, or pushed out of the collapsing structure, as
a function of penetrometer advance. As the penetrometer advances this volume of fluid
at first carries the entire applied load of the penetrometer where with discrete
incremental steps in time transition the load to the soil skeletal structure as the induced
pore pressure gradients within the soil begin to reduce as the fluid is expelled (or
drained) from the boundaries of the soil element. The rate at which this induced fluid
pressure decays is a function of the diffusivity of the soil.
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Drainage state is shown to vary between fully drained and fully undrained as
penetration rate increases from very slow (U D ! 1 ) to very fast (U D ! 100 ) with respect
to diffusivity magnitudes. A partially drained regime exists between the drained and
the undrained bounding limits.

The Hydraulic Profiling Tool was examined to determine whether it is a viable means
for testing the permeability of soils in a direct-push application. The analysis utilized
field tests conducted at a series of flow-rates (230 – 650 mL/min) and penetration rates
(2 and 4 cm/s) to examine the independent and coupled influence of flow-rate and
penetration rate on the net applied pressure fields. The two main questions examined
were whether penetration rate influenced the applied pressure response and if there was
an influence of flow rate on the applied pressure field. The study revealed that the pore
pressure response in the soil adjacent to the probe tip was not significantly influenced
by penetration rate at all penetration rates tested, though it is hypothesized that there
exists a limit where penetration rate (advection) is important in the analysis; however
this limit may exceed current push capabilities. This response would occur if the soil
advects past the port before a stable pressure field is developed, yielding a perceived
low-pressure response or alternately a mistaken high conductivity area.
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The second question examined the influence of the flow rate on the applied pressure
field and found that a lower flow rate limit (300 mL/min) exists, where below this limit
the flow rate is not sufficient enough to yield a unique applied pressure response in
!P / !v ' = Q / !P space, as the data tends to be quite scattered. This is attributed to

incomplete storage effects in the medium. Above this limit, the data approach a linear
relationship in !P / !v ' = Q / !P space, with and can be used to examine hydraulic
conductivity magnitudes.

A secondary portion of this analysis is that in low

conductivity soils the applied pressure field may be in excess of the confining stress
magnitudes in the soil, thus soil failure occurs when !P / !v ' > 1 and the obtained
applied pressure data are then indicative of soil strength rather than conductivity.

An analytical solution was then derived to relate the flow rate and applied pressure
magnitudes from an HPT sounding to hydraulic conductivity magnitudes through a
recast form of Darcy’s law and also considering the geometry of the flow system from
the port into the surrounding soil.

Results were compared against independently

obtained hydraulic conductivity measurements and showed good correspondence with
depth.

Knowledge of drainage state is very important for reducing data obtained using directpush methods as it is shown that the degree of drainage significantly affects the
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recovered magnitudes of soil strength and induced pore pressure.

Soil strength

magnitudes, for the same soil, are shown to exhibit the lowest magnitudes when
drainage state is undrained due to elevated pore pressures acting against the discrete
soil grains causing a net reduction in contact stress (or effective stress) between the
grains which in turn reduces the frictional interlocking between the grains that give soil
its strength.

Conversely, under drained conditions the soil attains it peak strength

magnitudes due the lack of excess pore pressure gradients. The drained magnitude of
soil strength is the true strength of the soil and is the desired magnitude to obtain for
bearing capacity calculations.

The work presented here is important because during a direct-push sounding the
penetrometer is advanced into soil at a specified rate (typically selected at 2 cm/s),
however it is unknown whether this rate is sufficient, given that the diffusivity values of
the soil are unknown, to provide drained magnitudes of soil strength.

The analysis

presented in the second paper now provide a means to recover the drained strength of
the soil when diffusivity values are obtained using CPT dissipations tests.

An

additional component of the centrifuge experiments conducted with a mini-CPT is the
ability to gain information about the trend of sleeve friction magnitudes with respect to
U D which has previously not been available.
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This knowledge was extended to provide proof the to previously developed “on-the-fly”
method for recovering permeability magnitudes from pore pressure magnitudes in the
partially drained regime. A series of mini-CPT experiments were conducted at varying
penetration rates, in a single soil type of 75% kaolin mixed with 25% fine sand, to
simulate soils of different diffusivities penetration at a single rate.

The resulting

dimensionless pore pressure, end-bearing, and sleeve friction data was then used to test
the OTF method with permeability magnitudes measured independently. The previous
development of the method showed that the basic trend was preserved by the expression
between Bq Qt = 1 / K D but was off scale by a bit. Through curve fitting a new equation
was developed as Bq Qt = 2.25 / (1 + K D )5 which fit data significantly better.

Following this work another analysis was conducted using finite-elements to examine
the potential to use an oscillating penetration rate scheme for scanning the soil behavior
as drainage transitioned between fully drained and undrained states.

This analysis

examined the influence of using fast to slow penetration rates at high and low oscillation
frequencies to examine the developed pore pressure trends within soils with strength
moduli ranging from soft to stiff. The following finds were uncovered. Soil strength
moduli impacted the peak magnitudes of pore pressure with low soil strength moduli
yielding the lowest peak pore pressures and high soil strength moduli yielding the
largest peak pore pressures.

Low soil strength magnitudes resulted in an area of
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influence much larger than the high soil strength magnitudes.

Low oscillation

frequencies yielded hysteresis loops in the observed PD -U D space due to storage effects
within the matrix and yielded the longest penetration stroke per cycle of penetration
rate.

High oscillation frequencies yielded a linear relationship in PD - U D space

attributed to the relatively short penetration stroke per penetration rate cycle where
induced pore pressures were able to dissipate readily within each cycle.

The final result

was that it is possible to obtain unique permeability magnitudes from the resulting
(P ! Ps ) -U relationship for the oscillating penetration scheme.
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